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ABSTRACT 
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF GENDER DIFFERENCES, 
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT DIFFERENCES AND SOFTWARE EFFECTIVENESS 
FOR AN ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS INTELLIGENT TUTORING SYSTEM 
MAY 2003 
IVON M. ARROYO, B.S., UNIVERSIDAD BLAS PASCAL, ARGENTINA 
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Beverly Park Woolf 
This dissertation presents results of a formative evaluation of AnimalWatch, an 
intelligent tutoring software system for 9-12 year-olds, which teaches whole numbers and 
fractions by adapting the difficulty of problems to students' performance. Results come 
from a macro-analysis of 350 students using AnimalWatch in two different schools 
during three years. Data from these studies were integrated to analyze the system’s 
overall effectiveness, as well as gender and cognitive development differences in 
interactions with the system, particularly in relation to the help component. In general, it 
was found that students reduced their mistakes as they progressed in the tutoring session, 
and improved their attitudes towards mathematics after using the system. However, a 
rigorous study of the internal components of AnimalWatch showed that the system can 
be further improved to maximize its positive impact. Students saw too many easy 
problems, and this may explain the fact that they hardly reached the last topics in the 
vi 
system. In addition, students benefited differently from alternative kinds of feedback 
provided, depending on the level of abstraction within the help component and the 
amount of help. An analysis of help effectiveness for students of different gender and 
cognitive development showed that girls were more sensitive to amount and structure of 
help than to level of abstraction in the provided help. On the other hand, boys of low 
cognitive development were affected by level of abstraction in the help. While boys were 
being selective about the kinds of help they were willing to see, girls would obediently go 
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Current trends in education in the United States emphasize “accountability”. 
Accountability is related to educational responsibility, educational practices that are 
guaranteed to work according to defined standards. Accountability in education is tightly 
linked with the need to demonstrate the effectiveness of educational methods. 
One alternative to accountable education is the incorporation of Intelligent Tutoring 
Systems (ITS) in the classroom, computer programs that would individualize instruction 
for students with a diverse range of abilities, interests and needs [Self, 1999], In contrast 
to other educational software, Intelligent Tutoring Systems constantly evaluate students 
while they tutor. If ITS evaluate and teach appropriately, they can provide a supplement 
to accountable education, helping teachers in their tasks, being able to accommodate to 
each student’s level of knowledge. 
ITS seem an interesting idea for effective tutoring. However, evaluation of these 
software products is required to verily if they are effective. In this dissertation, I propose 
that evaluating a tutoring system implies understanding the effectiveness and the 
efficiency of the tutoring systems’ behavior, and that it will be necessary to take a deep 
look at how students interacted with the system to achieve this analysis. Evaluating the 
effectiveness of an Intelligent Tutoring System implies analyzing how much students 
learned as a result of interacting with the system, what the students thought of the system, 
and even how their perceptions about the subject changed as a result of the interaction 
with the system. 
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It may happen that an ITS benefits students to different degrees. An ITS may fit 
students with certain characteristics, such as males instead of females, or students of 
lower ability instead of students of high ability, or visual students instead of hyperactive 
students. Help systems are a key component in Intelligent Tutoring Systems, as they 
teach students about their mistakes are how to correct them. Providing the student with 
appropriate help is thus a key issue affecting the effectiveness of tutoring systems. The 
questions that immediately arise are: What kind of feedback is needed by different 
students? Who are different students? What are alternative help methods? 
In addition to determining whether students learned, one objective of this dissertation 
is to analyze how well defined student categorizations, namely gender and cognitive 
development, interact with the effectiveness of different types of help. In other words, 
this dissertation intends to explore if students of varying genders and cognitive 
developments should get qualitatively different kinds of help in a tutoring system. This 
dissertation also explores whether one ITS’s dynamic problem selection mechanism was 
efficient. In the end, efficiency could affect the effectiveness of an Intelligent Tutoring 
System, as students will not learn if the curriculum presented to them is too easy or too 
hard [Vygotsky, 78]. This dissertation proposes tools to evaluate the efficiency of 
Intelligent Tutoring Systems, and uses these tools to evaluate if our ITS was efficient at 
tutoring. 
The analysis is performed in the context of AnimalWatch, a computer-based tutor 
that uses artificial intelligence techniques to model students’ knowledge of arithmetic, in 
order to dynamically select problems that would not be too easy or too hard for the 
student to solve. AnimalWatch was targeted for 9-11 year olds, and consists of 
2 
mathematics word problems that are integrated into narratives about endangered species, 
to engage students’ interest and help students appreciate the value of learning math. 
This research consists of a large-scale evaluation of AnimalWatch with 350 students. 
AnimalWatch was used several times by children in three different schools in 
Massachusetts in the past four years. Approximately three hundred and fifty students 
have used AnimalWatch, and the interaction of each student with the computer at each 
moment was digitally recorded. 
After a thorough analysis of the internal components of AnimalWatch, this 
dissertation proposes changes to AnimalWatch’s internal mechanisms, to produce an 
improved tutoring system that is more effective and efficient at tutoring. At a more global 
level, this dissertation will provide tools for the evaluation Intelligent Tutoring Systems 
in general. It will also provide insights on gender and cognitive differences in learning 
with mathematics software. The rest of this section introduces AnimalWatch, the research 
goals and research questions. 
1.2 AnimalWatch 
AnimalWatch is an Intelligent Tutoring System for basic arithmetic and fractions 
that integrates mathematics with narrative and biology. 
When students login to AnimalWatch, they find a first screen where they choose an 
endangered animal species. After that, students read a letter from the World Wildlife 
Foundation on the screen that assigns them the role of a scientist who is in charge of 
performing research about the species. From there on, students work on math word 
problems about the chosen animal. Students use mathematics to solve environmental and 
ecological problems as they observe, monitor, and manage the endangered animals. 
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After choosing the animal adventure at the beginning of the session, students 
sequentially go through various episodes related to the animal, until they get to the end of 
the story. For example, students choosing the Giant Panda will go through the following 
contexts: first, they will go to the Washington Zoo to learn about Pandas in captivity, 
then they will raise money for a trip to China and pack, and last they will go to a Panda 
reserve in China to study the Pandas in the wild. Within each section, each student is 
given problems as difficult as he needs (not too challenging, not too easy). Because 
students behave differently, two students that are in the same point of the story at a 
particular time will be covering different mathematics material. While one student may 
be working on whole number multiplication, the other may well be working on addition 
of fractions. 
Behind the scenes, AnimalWatch takes the student through a series of word problems 
it dynamically chooses from a large database of word problem templates. These problems 
are instantiated with appropriate operands, depending on the student’s estimated 
proficiency. AnimalWatch maintains a bayesian-probabilistic overlay student model and 
makes inferences about the student’s knowledge as he solves problems. Based on these 
estimations about how students perform in relation to the problems that are given to 
them, AnimalWatch adjusts its problem selection to give students problems where they 
would make a couple of mistakes (not zero mistakes, not a lot of mistakes). Mistakes will 
be corrected thanks to the help provided, so in the end AnimalWatch pushes the student 
forward little by little, going from simple whole number addition problems to others that 
involve fractions with different denominators. See figure 1 for a diagram describing how 
AnimalWatch functions. 
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When the student enters an incorrect answer, AnimalWatch provides help (also 
known as hints). The first hints will give little information, such as a short message to 
encourage students to try again and re-check their work. However, more detailed help 
will be provided if the student continues to make mistakes. In most of the versions that 
we tested, AnimalWatch presents more interactive and structured hints if the former ones 
did not seem to help the student enter the correct answer. These last hints break the 
problem apart into sub-problems, guiding the student to a correct solution with the aid of 
multimedia. 
AnimalWatch runs as an application, on both Windows and the Macintosh OS9, and 
can be downloaded from http://ccbit.cs.umass.edu/AnimalWatch. The web site supports 
the creation of new word problem adventures, which can be downloaded independently 
from the actual AnimalWatch system. In that sense, the content is very independent from 
the actual tutoring system. 
AnimalWatch was initially developed with support from the gender equity program 
at NSF to generate positive attitudes towards mathematics during a critical period in 
girl’s development of such attitudes. See [Beal and Arroyo, 2002] for a summary of the 
AnimalWatch project. The next sections will explain the internal functioning of 
AnimalWatch in detail. 
5 
Figure 1. The internal functioning of AnimalWatch 
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1.2.1 Domain covered 
The following are all the topics that Animal Watch covers and examples of word 
problems for each of them. 
Addition of whole numbers 
We know that Tahkis are truly wild horses because they are shown in very old cave 
paintings. These paintings were made long before people began to tame and ride horses. 
Buffalo are also painted in these caves. No one knows the reason the paintings were 
made. One cave wall shows 5 Takhis and 15 buffalo. How many animals are shown in 
all? 
Subtraction of whole numbers 
Takhis are horses, but they are a special kind. They are the only true wild horses left 
in the world. Wild means that they have never been raised or tamed by people. Ancient 
people used to say that only 1 Takhi in a herd could be tamed. In a herd of 10 Takhis, 
how many could NOT be tamed? 
Multiplication of whole numbers 
A Takhi foal weighs 45 kilograms when it is first born. It will grow very quickly. It 
can grow to 2 times its birth weight in one month. How much will a foal weigh when it is 
one month old? 
Division of whole numbers 
After a Takhi mare has a foal, she produces rich milk for the foal. A mare with one 
foal can produce 600 pounds of milk over a whole year. How many pounds of milk does 
she produce in a single month? Remember, there are 12 months in a year. 
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Recognition of the numerator of a fraction 
There are actually 4 different types of equines that are living today. There are the 
Takhis (wild horses), and there are also domestic horses, donkeys, and zebras. What 
fraction in the set of 4 equines are Takhi horses? 
Recognition of the denominator of a fraction 
If you visited the Atlanta Zoo, you might want to buy a souvenir at the end of your 
visit. You could go to the gift shop and look at T-shirts. In your size, there are 2 white T- 
shirts, and 3 red T-shirts. Complete the fraction to show that there are 2 white T-shirts in 
the group of 5. 
Finding a simple fraction of a whole number 
In some places, domestic horses escaped long ago and have lived in the wild ever 
since. In Ireland, Connemara Ponies live in the wild. Their ancestors were Spanish 
horses that were brought to Ireland centuries ago. 1/2 of the Connemara Ponies are 
gray. In a herd of 20 ponies, how many will be other colors than gray? 
Addition of fractions 
Before they went extinct in the wild, Takhis lived in many places in Mongolia. 1/4 of 
the Takhis lived near the mountains. 1/4 lived near the Gobi Desert. In all, what fraction 
of the Takhis lived in these two areas? 
Subtraction of fractions 
Life in the wild was very hard for the Takhis. They had to eat almost anything. In 
all, about 3/4 of their total diet was grass, leaves and tree bark. If 1/2 of their diet was 
grass... what fraction of their diet was other plants like leaves and bark? 
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Even though the following are not topics associated with specific problems, they are 
considered “skills” that are involved in the solution of the above problems. 
Simplification or fraction reduction 
Finding the least common multiple of two numbers 
Finding equivalent fractions 
"Carrying" in addition and "borrowing" in subtraction 
In Animal Watch, there is the concept of a "topic network". This means that certain 
topics are pre-requisites for others. The topic network exists so that no hard topics (such 
as fractions) will be shown until easier ones (such as whole numbers) have been 
mastered. Table 1 lists the topics and their pre-requisites. 
Topic Pre-requisite topics 
Addition of integers 
Subtraction of integers 
Multiplication of integers Addition of Integers 
Division of integers Subtraction of Integers 
Multiplication of integers 
Numerator identification Multiplication of integers 
Division of integers 
Denominator identification Numerator identification 
Fraction of a whole number (1/3 of 9) Denominator identification 
Addition of proper fractions A simple fraction of a whole number 
Subtraction of proper fractions A simple fraction of a whole number 
Table 1. Topics and their pre-requisite topics 
AnimalWatch will give easier problems first and harder problems later, as the 
student demonstrates he/she can solve simpler problems with few mistakes. This way, if a 
student is proficient in whole numbers but knows little about fractions, AnimalWatch will 
give some whole number problems first and after some time will start showing fraction 
problems to the student. Meanwhile, if a student is not proficient in whole numbers. 
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AnimalWatch will keep giving whole number problems, and providing help when they 
make mistakes. 
AnimalWatch also handles different difficulties within problems of the same topic. 
Each problem the student is given has a mathematical difficulty given an estimation of 
the student's mathematical knowledge. For example, if the system estimates that the 
student cannot solve a problem involving multiplication of two digits, it will present a 
problem of multiplication of one digit, and give help on it if the student fails at it. After 
the student has shown the system that he can do single digit multiplication, AnimalWatch 
will present again a two-digit multiplication problem, and give help if the pupil cannot 
solve it. 
1.2.2 Student model 
As mentioned before, AnimalWatch keeps estimate of the student knowing each skill 
and topic that is being taught. It keeps probabilities of the student knowing each of them, 
and updates them by applying on Bayes’ rule after the student solved the problem. The 
following equations describe how the probability of mastery is updated for each skill that 
was involved in the solved problem, based on its prior value. 
PN {mast) = P{mast | attempts ) = P(attempts \ mast)PN_x {mast) 
P(attempts) = P{attempts \ mast)P(mast) + P{attempts | -■ mast)P{-^mast) 
P(attempts) = P{attempts | mast)P(mast) + P(attempts | ->mast){1 - P(mast)) 
P(attempts\mast) = F(attempts, skill utlization in the problem) (1.1) 
P(attempts \ -> mast) = F(attempts, skill utilization in problem) (1.2) 
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It is important to note the relevance of equations (1.1) and (1.2) to the general 
functioning of the student model. We could say that these probabilities “run” the student 
model. Equation (1.1) is tightly linked to the probability of “slipping”, i.e. the probability 
of entering a wrong answer when the student does actually know the subject. F is 
designed to be a decreasing function of the number of attempts (1 attempt -correct 
answer right away— gives a high probability value, 2 attempts is much lower, and keeps 
decreasing as attempts increase). Meanwhile, equation (1.2) is tightly linked to the 
probability of “guessing”, i.e. the probability of answering correctly when the student 
does not know the subject. F is, in this case, an increasing function of the number of 
attempts (F for 1 attempt -correct answer right away— gives a low probability value, 2 
attempts is somewhat higher, and keeps increasing as the attempts increase). These 
functions are ad-hoc, but guarantee the described behavior. These functions also take into 
account the level of difficulty of the skill in the problem (e.g. a problem involving 1 digit 
operands will be easier to guess than another one involving multiple operands). All these 
probabilities are recorded for every skill in the system. These probabilities are updated 
every time that the student solves a problem. 
The next section describes the help component, i.e., the system’s behavior when 
students make mistakes. 
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1-3 Animal Watch versions with different help 
Four different versions of Animal Watch have been implemented, that vary in the 
kind of help they provide at the moment students make mistakes. 
1.3.1 Reduced help version 
When a student makes mistakes in this version of AnimalWatch, it provides only 
short messages as help. Those short messages encourage the student to try again first, and 
then, if the student cannot make it, tells the student what the operation and the operands 
are to solve the problem. If the student again enters an incorrect answer, the system 
provides the student with the solution. 
1.3.2 Formal numeric procedures version 
When a student makes mistakes in this version of AnimalWatch, it provides short 
messages first and help on numeric procedures later. Short messages encourage the 
student to try again first, and then, if the student cannot make it, tells the student what the 
operation and the operands are to solve the problem. If the student again enters an 
incorrect answer, the system provides the student with an interactive highly numeric step 
by step hint, where the problem is broken apart into steps, and the computer performs 
some key steps or encourages the student to do them, and corrects him if he does it 
wrong. For example, in an addition of fractions problem with same denominator, the 
student is shown the two fractions in numeric form and asked to add the two numerators 
while the computer is in charge of keeping the denominator constant in the solution 
fraction. Another example is in multiple digit whole number addition that requires trading 
(or carrying). The computer will automatically write the “carried” number on top of the 
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column to the left of the one that is being added. If the student still cannot enter a correct 
solution after this kind of help (because he decided to quit the help, or did not understand 
it, and decided to risk another answer), then AnimalWatch will provide the student with 
the correct answer. Figure 2 shows an example for a formal-numeric hint that helps to 
find equivalent fractions (in a problem about adding 1/2+1/4). 
^Animal Watch 
You will need to pack your suitcase | 
carefully for the trip, to make sure 
that you have room for all your pants, 
shirts and shoes. The pants will take 
up | of the suitcase and your shirts 




Right, the common denominator will be 4 
Now we need to convert i and i into 
2 4 
equivalent fractions that have 4 as a 
denominator. 






Write here an equivalent fraction for 1 
i 00 
4 4 ■
Together, how much of the space in ~ 
the suitcase will your pants and shirts 
take up? jjjj 
$ 1 




Figure 2. A formal-numeric hint for finding equivalent fractions 
1.3.3 Concrete manipulatives version 
When a student makes mistakes in this version of AnimalWatch, it provides short 
messages first and help with concrete manipulatives later. Short messages encourage the 
student to try again first, and then, if the student cannot enter the correct answer, tells the 
student what the operation and the operands are to solve the problem. If the student again 
enters an incorrect answer, the system provides an interactive step by step hint, where the 
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problem is broken apart into steps, and the computer performs some key steps or 
encourages the student to do them, and corrects him if he does it wrong. For example, in 
an “addition of fractions problem with like denominators”, the student is shown the two 
fractions in a graphical form (partitioned bars with painted sections) and also a numeric 
form associated with it. The student is and asked to drag the colored sections of the two 
bars representing the two operands, into a new bar that is unpainted. Then the student is 
asked to give a name to the new bar, and the computer hints the child if this new “name” 
for the solution fraction is wrong. Another example is in multiple digit whole number 
addition that requires trading (or carrying). The computer will introduce the two operands 
in base-10 blocks form, ask the student to group units, tens and hundreds together by 
dragging with the mouse, and trade units for tens, or tens for hundreds whenever there are 
more than ten elements of the same type. In this sense, the manipulatives explanations are 
conceptual in nature, as they explain the nature of the “carrying” or “trading” processes. 
If the student still cannot enter a correct solution after this kind of help (because he 
decided to quit the help, or did not understand it, and decided to risk another answer), 
then AnimalWatch will provide the student with the correct answer. Figure 3 shows a 
concrete hint helping to find equivalent fractions by partitioning bars. 
The use of manipulatives for providing help has a limit. When the numbers involved 
get large, dragging objects in the screen becomes a tedious and overwhelming process. 
However, AnimalWatch provides problems with large numbers (up to 5-digit numbers). 
In this case, the base-10 blocks that represent the numbers just don’t fit on the screen. 
This is the reason why the concrete manipulatives version of AnimalWatch also gives 
formal numeric hints, only in those cases where the concrete manipulatives hints are not 
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applicable (for about 15% of the problems available). When comparing hint 




Yes! 4 is a common denominator for 
these fractions. Now divide the bars into 





Figure 3. A concrete hint for finding equivalent fractions 
1.3.4 Hint intense version 
When a student makes mistakes in this version of AnimalWatch, it provides short 
messages first and help with concrete manipulatives later. Short messages encourage the 
student to try again first, and then, if the student cannot make it, tells the student what the 
operation and the operands are to solve the problem. If the student again enters an 
incorrect answer, the system provides either a formal-numeric hint or a concrete hint, 
following some pseudo-random heuristics. The final outcome is that AnimalWatch will 
choose a formal-numeric hint 70% of the time, and a concrete hints 30% of the time. 
However, if the student does not enter the answer correctly, or fails at a step within the 
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hint, Animal Watch will pop up the alternative hint (concrete or formal) to explain that 
step. In this sense, the hint intense version provides both types of hints, and it provides 
more hints than any other of the Animal Watch versions before giving out the answer. 
Something important to note is that the only element that changes from version to 
version is the hints AnimalWatch presented. Meanwhile, the student model 
representation, the way it updates its estimates about student proficiency, and the way it 
decides what problem to provide remains constant across versions. 
One last comment is that there are hints that all versions share. The short messages 
version shows a subset of all the available hints (excluding the interactive ones). 
Interactive hints (either concrete or formal-numeric) are defined for most topics. 
Interactive hints are defined for whole number addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
division, addition and subtraction of fractions. However, they are not defined for some 
specific fraction recognition topics, which are considered the bridge between whole 
numbers and fractions. These topics are: 
Recognition of the numerator of a fraction 
Recognition of the denominator of a fraction 
Finding a simple fraction of a whole number (what is 1/3 of 9) 
This should not be a problem while comparing the different versions of the system, 
as it is something that remained constant across versions. However, it is good to point it 
out, and to ignore these topics when a per topic analysis is made in the comparison of 
different hint effectiveness. 
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1.4 Research goals 
The objective of this research study was to make a large-scale formative evaluation 
of the AnimalWatch Intelligent Tutoring System, that would allow for a better 
understanding of the benefits and limitations of Intelligent Tutoring Systems in general 
and AnimalWatch in particular. The research goals of this study can be subdivided in 
three major parts. 
The first research goal of this study was to evaluate whether AnimalWatch had been 
an effective piece of software for teaching mathematics. Because effectiveness cannot 
only be measured in terms of mistake change gains in the domain but also emotional 
gains, these both kinds of gains were analyzed. 
The second research goal was to evaluate whether gender and/or cognitive 
development differences existed in the use of AnimalWatch. As detailed in the review of 
literature, there is evidence for both of these happening in standard classrooms. The 
author’s interest was to explore to what extent gender and cognitive differences could be 
observed in the context of AnimalWatch. 
The third research goal was to evaluate whether the adaptive mechanisms in 
AnimalWatch had functioned efficiently. This implies analyzing the effectiveness of the 
student model (how properly the system modeled student’s knowledge) and also the 
pedagogical model (because the adaptive pedagogical behavior in AnimalWatch had 
mostly to do with problem selection, this was the component analyzed). 
1.5 Research questions 
The research questions can be divided in three groups. As mentioned before, they 
can be classified as those related to generic learning effectiveness of AnimalWatch, the 
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efficiency of AnimalWatch’s problem selection in relation to its internal components and 
to the student, and questions related to individual differences. 
1.5.1 Was AnimalWatch efficient at tutoring? 
Not many studies exist that evaluated how efficient educational software is. 
Whenever there is an evaluation of tutoring systems, these evaluations have to do with 
how much students improved from a pre to a post-test. Evaluating efficiency is specially 
important in Intelligent Tutoring Systems, as they are supposed to adapt to the students 
needs, and because efficiency will eventually affect effectiveness, reflected in students’ 
learning. In order to determine if an ITS was good for students, we have to establish what 
the ideal behavior of each component is, and how far the ITS is from that ideal behavior. 
This is hard in Intelligent Tutoring Systems, because many components interact, so it is 
not easy to isolate the behavior of each component. 
Being efficient at tutoring mainly implies providing the student with educational 
activities that are within their Zone of Proximal Development. In the case of 
AnimalWatch, this implies specifying what the pedagogical model’s ideal problem 
selection behavior is, and how far the system is from reaching the ideal level. Other 
factors affecting a tutor’s efficiency are how properly the Student Model reflects what the 
student knows, and how properly the content is designed. Again, it is important to define 
what an ideal Student Model behavior would be, and how far the current tutoring system 
is from that. The author will propose certain techniques to evaluate the efficiency of ITS, 
techniques that will aid in determining what the ideal behavior of each separate 
component of an ITS is, and how far the current system is from that ideal behavior. 
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There will not be a clear yes/no response to most of these efficiency questions, but 
instead some feeling for how far we are from the ideal behavior of an efficient Intelligent 
Tutoring System. 
1.5.2 Is AnimalWatch effective at helping students learn? 
Being effective at tutoring implies that students make less mistakes as time 
progresses, and as they use the system more. Most effectiveness studies in the past have 
consisted of pre and post tests, which have sometimes shown how students improve on a 
specific task, from before to after using the system [Koedinger et al., 1997]. Still, these 
evaluations do not reflect the time component, how fast students learn, or how many 
interactions did it take students to reach a certain level of mistakes. There will certainly 
be a binary response to this question; however, there is also a degree level response: how 
much did they learn, at what rate, with what kind of help did they learn more. 
Attitude changes towards the domain taught are definitely a component of 
educational effectiveness. This dissertation also addresses whether AnimalWatch 
produced any attitude changes towards mathematics, with respect to mathematics self- 
confidence, math value and math liking. 
1.5.3 Cognitive and gender differences in learning in relation to help 
This question can be sub-divided in three parts, those related to cognitive 
differences, gender differences, and the interaction between the two of them. 
1.5.3.1 Are there cognitive development differences in learning? 
Flavell [1963] claimed that if a seven-year-old is in the stage of concrete operations, 
s/he should be given problems involving actual physical objects to manipulate rather than 
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abstract symbolism or diagrams, thereby capitalizing on this student's strengths. It has 
been argued whether Piagetian abilities such as conservation should be used to determine 
student readiness to learn certain mathematical concepts [Weaver, 1972]. However, there 
is evidence for the success of manipulatives in the early grades [Suydam and Higgins, 
1977; Fuson and Briars, 1990]. This makes me believe that students with lower than 
average cognitive abilities should benefit from concrete kinds of help for learning math, 
on top of a more formal-numeric approach that focuses on numeric procedures, or a 
reduced help approach that gives out the answer. 
It also seems reasonable that students who are more developed (i.e. have higher 
logico-mathematical abilities) will do better in math, even if they are the same age and in 
the same class. I expect these differences to be seen in students' performance within the 
educational software. I expect the system to adapt to these different abilities of low and 
high cognitive development students, by giving harder problems to high cognitive 
development students. 
More formally, I expect: 1) the set of problems that students can solve correctly 
when the topic is introduced will be larger for high cognitive development students (so 
there is a link between cognitive development and math ability), 2) Animal Watch will 
adapt to these differences by giving harder problems to high cognitive development 
students, 3) low cognitive development students will tend to profit most from concrete 
help and least from formal help. 
If these hypotheses are rejected, there is an important implication for Intelligent 
Tutoring Systems. It would be shown that ITS can be sensitive to students’ cognitive 
development level, even if they don’t explicitly plan it that way. It would also be shown 
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that cognitive development (as measured with the Piaget test presented in this 
dissertation) is a relevant variable to include in a student model of children of this age, to 
predict the effectiveness that the provided help will have, and for the pedagogical 
decisions about what kind of help to provide to a student. 
1.5.3.2 Will males and females learn differently when varying the kind of help? 
A study of first-grade mathematics strategy use found that girls were more likely to 
count on fingers or use counters (overt strategies); boys were more likely to use retrieval 
(from memory) to solve addition and subtraction problems [Carr et al., 1997], Another 
study found similar results: girls used more concrete strategies while boys used more 
abstract ones, even though the success at problem solving was similar [Fennema et al., 
1998]. If we are trying to capitalize on each gender's strengths, these results may imply 
that girls need more structured and concrete help approaches (characteristics reflected in 
the concrete and hint-intense versions of Animal Watch), while boys may suffice with 
retrieval-based and more abstract help approaches (help-reduced and formal-symbolic 
versions). However, questions arise when looking at the interactions of cognitive 
development and gender research. Research suggests that providing concrete help would 
benefit concrete students. Still, it is not clear how ineffective would be to provide low 
cognitive development girls abstract help with high amounts of structure and 
interactivity, or how beneficial concrete representations in the help would be for low 
cognitive development boys when provided in a structured interactive fashion. 
Past research suggests girls of low cognitive development to specially benefit from 
the concrete or hint-intense version of AnimalWatch (that uses formal-numeric but 
reinforces with concrete help), and to benefit the least from the reduced-help version and 
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the formal-numeric versions. Both the gender differences research and the cognitive 
development research described in section 2.4 supports this fact. However, it is not clear 
what will be the best for girls of high cognitive development, given that the conclusions 
which can be drawn from the cognitive development of the child (concrete=poor; 
formal=good; help-reduced=good; hint-intense=poor) contradict those that would be 
drawn from the gender (concrete=good; formal=poor; help-reduced=poor; hint- 
intense=good). 
Given the research about gender and cognitive development, it is reasonable to think 
that boys of high cognitive development will do best either in the help-reduced version or 
in the formal-numeric version, but not in a concrete version, and not in a hint-intense 
version, which has a high level of structure. What is not clear is what the results will be 
for boys of low cognitive development, given that the conclusions that can be drawn from 
the cognitive development of the child (concrete=good; formal=poor; help-reduced=poor; 
hint-intense=good) contradict those that would be drawn from the gender (concrete=poor; 
formal=good; help-reduced=good; hint-intense=poor). 
Table 2 shows the following to be the best versions of AnimalWatch for students of 
different cognitive developments and gender: 
Girls Boys 
Low cognitive development Concrete OR hint intense ? 
High cognitive development ? Formal OR help-reduced 
Table 2. Hypotheses about the best help for each gender and cognitive development 
Table 3 shows the author’s hypotheses for the worst versions of AnimalWatch for 
students of different cognitive developments and genders. 
Girls Boys 
Low cognitive development Formal OR help-reduced ? 
High cognitive development ? Hint intense OR concrete 
Table 3. Hypotheses for the worst help for each gender and cognitive development 
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The best and worst versions of Animal Watch for those cells with a question mark 
are not clearly defined, and thus will be explored. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2.1 Intelligent Tutoring Systems 
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) were bom as an improvement to Computer 
Assisted Instruction (CAI) and Computer Based Training (CBT). Most of the latter 
systems consisted of drill and practice software, where the behavior of the system was the 
same for different students. ITS added intelligence by including sophisticated models in 
different modules of the system, allowing the system to be sensitive to different 
situations, always with the goal of providing the best possible instruction or learning 
environment. ITS are considered "intelligent" because they are more responsive to 
student behavior than regular educational software. ITS respond to the student by making 
pedagogical decisions based on an understanding of the individual student. 
ITS are typically composed of the following modules: the student model, the 
pedagogical component, the expert model and the communication module. The domain 
knowledge module is a representation of the content that is to be taught to the student. 
The student model is some representation of what the student knows about the domain at 
any point of time. It also consists of some mechanism to update this representation given 
observations about the student's behavior. The expert model is the knowledge about the 
behavior of an expert at the task. The objective of an ITS is, in general, to try to get the 
student to behave the way an expert would; that is, to bridge the gap between the expert 
model and the student model. The pedagogical module is in charge of bridging this gap. 
The pedagogical module decides what actions the system should perform in order to 
bring the student closer to an expert (show an exercise, give help, etc). Then, the 
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communication/presentation module will take care of showing it to the student and 
interact with him/her. 
A student model is a representation that tries to capture the student's knowledge at 
each moment. For example, the student model could register if the user seems to have 
acquired some systematic misconception about how to solve a problem [Burton, 1982], or 
what topics he has mastered, or what her cognitive abilities are, or if he likes the topic 
being taught. Student models can vary in their degree of sophistication, and this will 
allow for the ITS to be more or less sensitive to the student. If the system has an accurate 
model of student behavior, it will be able to predict what the student response will be 
when the tutoring system provides some stimulus to the student. For example, the student 
model could be able to estimate how many mistakes the student will make if s/he is given 
a problem, or how useful it will be for the student if he is shown an example of how to 
solve a problem. 
The pedagogical module’s goal is to adapt the behavior of the tutoring system to fit a 
particular situation. This adaptation can be done at two levels. At a micro-level, the 
pedagogical module may reason about the student, how s/he has behaved in the past. 
Thanks to the student model's information, the pedagogical module can decide whether to 
switch to a different topic or not. Beck and colleagues [1997] provide a good example of 
micro adaptation in terms of how to control the difficulty of the problem presented to the 
student depending on the student model's estimation of what the student knows. PAT 
(The Pump Algebra Tutor) teaches algebra to high school students and adapts the 
problems and the feedback thanks to a model-tracing expert system that watches students 
at each step, reasons about how students solve multi-step mathematical problems, and 
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makes decisions about when and how to intervene [Koedinger, 1998]. This micro 
adaptation can be done not only with respect to what topics are tutored but also with 
respect to how they are tutored. For example, DOMINIE (Domain Independent 
Instructional Environment) is an ITS that alternates teaching strategies for one same 
student [Spensley et al., 1990]. Some of these are more structured, some more 
independent. The philosophy of this ITS is to tutor with less structured teaching strategies 
as the student shows higher mastery of the topics being taught. DOMINIE alternates 
among cognitive apprenticeship, problem solving with immediate remedial feedback, 
successive refinement, abstraction, Socratic diagnosis and discovery learning. 
Instruction can also be adapted at a macro-level. This implies the utilization of 
alternate treatments that engage different groups of students through alternative 
educational stimuli all throughout the session [Snow, 1977]. This adaptation is different 
from the usual micro adaptation, fine-grained kind of adaptivity that depends on the 
student's progression in the tutor. Macro adapting an ITS implies incorporating more 
permanent external information about the student to the tutor (cognitive abilities, learning 
styles, etc.). By giving one specific kind of instruction to groups of people that function 
differently, all students can benefit from the kind of instruction that works for them. 
It seems clear that both kinds of adaptivity can be beneficial, and that the best 
possible way to adapt a system is with a combination of both types. However, macro¬ 
adaptation has been quite overlooked in past ITS research. One of the reasons could be 
that assigning one type of instruction to a student because they have certain 
characteristics is very stereotypical. Stereotypes have the problem that people could be 
labeled as belonging to a group and behaving according to some group, when actually 
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this person does not fit the stereotype that has been assigned. On the other hand, the idea 
of using these stereotypes is that most of the people should be benefited by respecting 
their learning styles. 
A worth mentioning side effect of ITS research has been its contribution to education 
research, thanks to the evaluation of teaching strategies for students, while making 
tutoring decisions. ITS provide an excellent controlled environment for the quantitative 
testing of hypotheses about what teaching modes work for whom, something hard to 
achieve with human teachers, who introduce lots of other variables into the evaluation 
because of their human nature. For example, the PACT algebra tutor was evaluated with 
two alternative teaching strategies. In an experimental version of PACT students had to 
explain their reasoning in addition to entering solutions to problems, while students in a 
control version just entered a numeric answer. The former version of PACT was found to 
be significantly more effective than the latter one [Aleven et al., 1999]. Another example 
is PAL, a system that uses a reciprocal teaching strategy involving the company of a pal 
who needs to be coached by students at specific moments, alternating students' roles from 
students to educators [Reif et al., 1999]. One such system was claimed to be as effective 
as one-to-one instruction, a level of effectiveness that ITS try to reach or sometimes 
surpass [Corbett, 2001]. 
2.2 Individual Differences in Learning. Macroadaptation. 
The cognitive strengths, emotional traits, personality and other student characteristics 
vary enormously from student to student, even if they are the same age and are sharing 
the same classroom at school. All these characteristics affect the success or failure of 
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educational methods. That is a good enough reason to consider tailoring education to 
individual students or to groups of students. 
There seem to be different categories of individual differences, clearly differentiating 
abilities from styles. Jonassen [1993] categorizes individual differences with a 
progression that goes from cognitive abilities to cognitive and learning styles. Cognitive 
abilities refer to the content and level of cognitive activity while learning styles refer to 
the manner and form of learning and thinking. Abilities specify competencies, whereas 
styles are stated in terms of propensities. Abilities are stated in terms of maximal 
performance while styles are expressed in terms of typical performance. Abilities are 
unipolar (less ... more) while styles are bipolar (visual ... verbal) or multipolar. Abilities 
are value directional (having more is better than having less), while styles are value 
differentiated (neither pole is necessarily better). Finally, abilities enable learners to 
perform tasks, while styles control the way in which a task is performed. In addition, it 
can be argued that abilities are more specific than styles, as learning styles are probably 
determined by cognitive abilities. 
When thinking of tailoring instruction to individual differences, we should define 
what level in the abilities-styles spectrum can be considered. Thurstone (1938) classifies 
students' abilities along perceptual speed, numerical ability, verbal comprehension, word 
fluency, spatial, memory and inductive reasoning. Gregorc [ 1982] defines four different 
types of learners (abstract random, concrete random, abstract sequential, concrete 
sequential) delineated across 12 variables of perceiving and organizing. Even at a more 
general level, there are differences in personality traits, such as levels of anxiety, 
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achievement, motivation, ambiguity and frustration tolerance, extroversion and 
introversion. 
One difficulty while trying to work with such individual differences is that each 
researcher seems to have taken his/her own ontology to learning traits. Jonassen [1993] 
describes Kolb's definition of cognitive styles as one’s preferred methods for perceiving 
and processing information. Kolb seems to have identified four learning modes: concrete 
experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization, and active 
experimentation. Meanwhile, Hill believes that a cognitive style is the Cartesian product 
of: Perception of symbols and their meanings x cultural determinants x modalities of 
inference x educational memory. 
There are a couple of conclusions that may be drawn from analyzing the individual 
differences in learning research. First, there are many different dimensions that make a 
student be different from other students. While analyzing individual differences in 
learning and the possibility of macroadaptation, it would be important to take more than 
just “capabilities” into account. Both social and emotional dimensions should affect how 
much a student can benefit from a learning environment. Second, these student 
differences need to be diagnosed. Generally, most diagnostic instruments are lengthy, 
requiring at least 20 minutes to go through. It seems reasonable to find out how beneficial 
it is to diagnose these differences in relation to alternative educational treatments, and in 
such a case, how this diagnosis process could be made shorter. [Arroyo, 2001] is an 
example of how adaptive testing can be used to shorten the process of evaluating learning 
traits, specifically the cognitive development of a child. 
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2-3 Cognitive Development and elementary mathematics education 
Jean Piaget thought that as a child grows, qualitative changes are produced in 
children s abilities to reason about the world. He claimed that a child goes through stages 
of development [Piaget, 1969]. Many summaries of Piaget's theory have been written 
since that time (e.g., see [Ginsburg, 1988]). When a child is bom, he is at the 
sensorimotor stage, which means infants understand the world mainly through their 
senses but not through mental actions. Although infants have memory abilities, Piaget 
claims that such young children cannot imagine actions and their effects without carrying 
them out. At the end of infancy, the child enters a pre-operational stage, when children 
are able to think about things that are not present, that is, to imagine them. However, 
these children can only think in terms of one variable at a time. A good illustration of the 
difference between pre-operational thought and the thought which is typical of the 
following stage, called concrete-operational, is the number conservation task: if two sets 
of cookies are lined up in parallel, the child will agree that there are the same amount of 
cookies in both lines. However, if the experimenter expands the space between pairs of 
cookies in one of the sets, the pre-operational child will now say that there are more 
cookies in the set with more space between them. The example given about pre- 
operational thought is interesting, and has a lot to contribute to mathematics education: if 
a child does not conserve number, then it means that the child doesn't understand certain 
properties about the concept of numbers. In particular, the child cannot handle yet the 
property of invariance of a number, even if the nature of the arrangement of the elements 
is changed. N elements can be transformed in position and still the number property 
remains the same. The child is assigning the meaning of “more” to spatial width instead 
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of quantity, whose value changed thanks to the rearrangement. The child may initially 
seem to understand the concept of quantity. However, this concept seems to vanish when 
an extra variable, such as space, is added to the situation. In this sense, the pre- 
operational child s concept of quantity is weak, not really stable. Meanwhile, concrete- 
operational children can handle this cardinality principle, and also other equivalencies 
with less discrete elements, such as liquids, space or volume. They can also handle 
seriation, or the ability of sorting a set of more than two elements, with respect to height 
for example. If you ask a pre-schooler to sort pencils from the highest to the shortest, the 
child will probably create pairs of sorted pencils, but not manage to build a series of more 
than two sorted elements (cannot handle transitivity, the concept that if a<b and b<c then 
a<c). The transitive property involves reasoning not about concrete elements but about 
relationships between elements in order to integrate them into a third one, something a 
pre-operational child should not be able to do. 
Concrete-operational children can succeed at these conservation tasks. However, 
Piaget claims that their reasoning is limited to situations that are familiar to them and 
have trouble generating hypotheses about unfamiliar situation. This requires formal 
thinking, some kind of abstract reasoning. When entering adolescence, children develop 
more sophisticated abilities to reason about the world. They can not only handle two 
concrete dimensions at the same time, but also handle two abstract dimensions at the 
same time. For example, proportions are relations not over concrete numbers but are 
relations over relations between numbers. This is even a higher level of abstraction. 
Formal thinking involves the ability to perform logical operations, combinations, 
systematic thinking. 
Development and learning seem to be related to each other. Vygotsky [1978] 
emphasized the differences between development and learning, and proposed a model for 
how they interact with each other. Vygotsky introduced the concept of Zone of Proximal 
Development, which is a range that starts off at the student's cognitive ability level, but 
can extends up to a certain limit thanks to an expert’s support. Vygotsky describes the 
zone of proximal development (ZPD) as "the distance between the actual development 
level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential 
development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or 
collaboration of more capable peers" [Vygotsky 1978 pg 86]. The ZPD is commonly 
used to articulate apprenticeship-learning approaches [Collins et al., 1989]. In the 
prototypical description of learning in the ZPD, the learner is involved in a task that is 
realistic in terms of its complexity and context, and is apprenticing with an expert mentor. 
Instruction progresses from simply observing the expert perfonn the task to taking on 
increasingly difficult components of the task (individually and in combination) until the 
apprentice can do the entire task without assistance. The assistance is called 
"scaffolding" and the removal of assistance is called "fading". 
Such a scenario of learning in the ZPD has implications for the design of learning 
environments and educational activities, but has limited implications for computer-based 
adaptive instruction. The description reminds us that authentic tasks involve the use of 
multiple concepts and skills in a concerted way, and that learners must be engaged 
("situated") in an integrated task context to learn the sub-skills in their proper context and 
relationships (Lajoie and Lesgold [1992] call this "holistic" as apposed to didactic 
instruction). It articulates a zone within which tasks are too difficult to accomplish 
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without assistance, but which can be accomplished with some help. ZPD also implies 
there is a limit to learning (e.g. a pre-schooler should not be able to understand quantum 
physics). However, it also implies that the development of conceptual structures is more 
flexible than what was previously thought (a stimulated child will eventually display 
abilities that a less stimulated child will not). For instance, Griffin, Case and Siegler 
[1994] have studied how populations of socio-economically disadvantaged children 
display lesser cognitive abilities compared to socio-economically advantaged children, 
and have even proposed educational programs specifically tailored for them to have a 
“right start”. Vygotsky also highlighted the importance of social interaction in learning 
and development. He claimed that children learn as they take responsibility over the task 
at hand, in the form of an apprenticeship. Luckin and du Boulay [1999] proposed that this 
expert or coach could actually be the computer. However, there is not much research 
done in the past on how to determine ZPD, what and when to scaffold, and when and 
what to fade. 
If social interaction seems to be important to a child’s abilities, then culture and 
contexts in general should influence learning. There are many studies about how context 
influences a person's skills. An example is the work done by Carraher et al. [1985] on the 
comparison of Brazilian children using math to sell coconuts in the streets, compared to 
performing the same operations in a school setting (they can make complex mathematical 
computations in their environment, but the moment they are taken to the classroom and 
asked for similar computations they perform poorly). This adds a new concern to 
education, which is commonly called “transfer” of skills to other environments. 
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Cognitive development researchers have studied children’s mathematical thinking 
[Ginsburg et. al, 1998], especially for children by the age they start formal schooling, 
analyzing what kind of informal knowledge and abilities children bring to the schools. 
They have also analyzed how older children invent strategies for solving math problems, 
how they can have systematic “bugs” in their thinking [Burton, 1982], and how the 
underlying structure of word problems influences children’s method of solution and 
success. They found that word problems involve radically different concepts at a deeper 
level. This underlying structure influences children’s strategies and solutions. Moreover, 
the interest in the topics the word problems address affects accuracy too. In addition, 
students seem to develop the mathematical strategies that are used to solve arithmetic 
problems [Siegler, 2000]. 
Piaget's contribution was a theory of intellectual development. It is not a theory of 
learning, teaching, instruction or curriculum — either in general or in relation to 
mathematics in particular. But much writing and many investigations have been directed 
toward hypothesized implications of Piaget's theory for mathematics learning, teaching 
and instruction, for the nature and sequence of curricular content, and for classroom 
structure, organization and management. And concerns have been expressed regarding 
ways in which Piaget's theory has been applied to different aspects of education and 
mathematics [Weaver, 1972]. Flavell [1963] claimed that if a seven-year-old is in the 
stage of concrete operations, s/he should be given problems involving actual physical 
objects to manipulate rather than abstract symbolisms or diagrams, thereby capitalizing 
on this student's strengths. Frequently it has been suggested that certain Piagetian tasks 
(conservation tasks, for instance) provide a good basis for determining students' readiness 
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for learning one aspect or another of school mathematics. But Hiebert and Carpenter 
[1982] have indicated that "The available research evidence suggests that ... Piagetian 
tasks are not useful readiness measures. (With respect to the question of whether) 
Piagetian tasks can be used to identify children who will be unable to benefit from 
instruction in mathematics, all the available evidence clearly suggests that the answer is 
no; many children who fail Piagetian tasks are able to learn mathematical concepts and 
skills" (pp.339-340). Such evidence is not to be construed as refuting Piaget's theory of 
intellectual development, nor as reflecting unfavorably upon the nature of school 
mathematics. Instead, it suggests that a certain kind of "match" simply does not seem to 
exist, with a right caution put on underestimating children's abilities. Meanwhile, 
Romberg and Carpenter [1986] believe that "we currently know a great deal more about 
how children learn mathematics than we know about how to apply this knowledge to 
mathematics instruction”. Research is clearly needed to explore how knowledge of 
children's learning of mathematics can be applied to the design of instruction" (p.859). 
Furthermore, "Although the emphasis in research on learning has changed dramatically in 
the last 15 years, the connection between theories of instruction and theories of learning 
remains an issue" (p.851). 
The possibility of individualized instruction by adaptive educational software make 
us re-question these statements, as there is a clear need to know exactly in what situations 
and for what students certain representations or strategies in the teaching will be more or 
less useful, and what topics are within the students’ ZPD. Given that Intelligent Tutoring 
Systems have been considered “tutoring systems that care” [Self, 1999] because of their 
ability to individualize instruction and respond to students’ misconceptions, solution 
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paths, etc., it then seems reasonable that ITS for children use formal models of cognitive 
development to make predictions more accurate, and instruction more individualized. 
One such approach is the one by [Luckin et al., 1999] where the Ecolab tutoring system 
reasons to some extent about students zones of proximal development. However, 
how ZPDs are used within the Ecolab software has not been outlined in much detail. 
Also, both in this research work and in overall educational research, little seems to be 
known about what the boundaries of children's proximal development zones are: what 
makes two students have different zones of proximal development, and how should the 
help be adjusted from student to student. A step in this direction will be given in this 
dissertation, by observing how students of different cognitive developments behave in 
relation to a mathematics tutoring system, and what kinds of instruction they profit more 
from. 
2.4 Gender differences in mathematics 
Much research has shown that at the beginning in early adolescence, gender 
differences exist in math self concept (the beliefs a student has about his or her ability to 
learn math), and math utility (the student’s belief that mathematics is important and 
valuable to learn) [Eccles et al., 1993]. Although gender differences in enrollment in 
optional and advanced math courses are starting to decline, it is still the case that young 
women tend to report less liking for math and more negative emotions and self 
derogating attributions about their math performance. Some studies indicate that girls’ 
experiences in the classroom contribute to their lower interest and confidence in math 
learning by the middle school period [Beal, 1994]. In particular, boys in the U.S. have 
been found to receive more explicit instruction and scaffolding than girls after failure in 
math, which may help to forestall negative attributions about their own performance and 
capabilities in math [Boggiano and Barrett, 1991]. 
Although high school female students now enroll in almost as many math courses as 
males, the long-standing gender gap in math achievement tests persists. There are 
reasons to be concerned about female students’ level of competence in math, particularly 
when they must work under time pressure or transfer skills to problems not previously 
seen [Willingham and Cole, 1997]. A related concern is that enrollment by female 
students in careers that require mathematical proficiency remains discouragingly low. 
Educators, researchers and funding agencies have called for new approaches to 
mathematics learning that can engage more students, particularly girls and women. 
The question that still remains is whether there are some specific characteristics in 
the kinds of tutoring provided that make girls and boys benefit differently from 
instruction. Some research studies have found that the different genders choose different 
approaches to solve the same mathematical problems, even if the students were educated 
in the same classroom and by the same teachers. This question comes from a study of the 
mathematics problem solving strategies of students in grades 1-3 [Fennema et al., 1998]. 
Students in this study were in classrooms where they were given an opportunity to invent 
ways to solve problems through a variety of strategies. The study revealed gender 
differences in strategy use: girls tended to use modeling or counting strategies (i.e. 
concrete solution strategies), while boys tended to use more abstract strategies such as 
invented algorithms or derived facts. This occurred despite the fact that boys and girls 
were equally successful at inventing strategies. Individuals who did choose to use 
invented algorithms were more successful on extension problems (complex multi-step 
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mental calculations) than those who utilized more traditional methods. The researchers 
concluded that the use of invented algorithms in the early grades provided a foundation 
for solving extension problems in the third grade. Meanwhile, a study of first-grade 
mathematics strategy use by Martha Carr and Donna Jessup found similar results: "Girls 
were more likely to count on fingers or use counters (overt strategies); boys were more 
likely to use retrieval (from memory) to solve addition and subtraction problems." [Carr 
et. al, 1997] This effect increased over the course of the school year (the period of this 
study). During group work, all children were more likely to solve problems using 
retrieval, indicating a dominance of male strategy preferences. Despite their differences 
in strategy use, both girls and boys were equally successful at solving mathematics 
problems. 
Even though both groups may be equally likely to arrive at the correct answer, the 
approach adopted and the time taken may be quite different. In general, it seems as 
though female approaches tend to be accurate but are often slower than guessing and 
estimating, retrieving answers from memory, or reasoning on the basis of past examples 
of similar problems, all strategies that are more commonly observed among male students 
[Mills, Ablard, and Stumpf, 1993; Royer, Tronsky, Chan, Jackson, and Merchant, 1999]. 
Therefore, what constitutes effective instruction in math may be somewhat different for 
girls and boys. For example, hints requiring the student to perform multiple problem 
solving steps without guidance may be less effective for girls than the more concrete, 
structured help that is involved in manipulating concrete objects. 
Given these results, and given that Intelligent Tutoring Systems should provide 
different teaching and feedback for students who learn differently, it might be important 
to provide different forms of teaching to the different genders. 
2.5 Evaluation of Intelligent Tutoring Systems 
Evaluating Intelligent Tutoring Systems is not an easy task due to their dynamic 
nature. Two students almost never get the same sequence of exercises when using an ITS. 
Because of this, most of the evaluations done with respect to ITS are pre to post test 
evaluations. That is, given an experimental and a control version of the ITS, researchers 
check for improvements from before to after using the system. Such is the case of PAT 
[Aleven, 1999] where two versions of the ITS were evaluated: one where students were 
supposed to explain their reasoning and another one where they did not have to do it. 
Students improved much more with the "reasoning-explanation" version of PAT. Another 
example is Ecolab [Luckin, 1999] where pre to post-test improvements were verified. In 
this case, three versions of Ecolab were evaluated, with different kinds of help: one was 
controlled by the intelligence of the ITS, in another one the ITS "suggested" some help, 
and in the third one the student had to seek for help by himself. In all of the above cases, 
the different ITS are considered a "black box", in the sense that evaluations were made by 
judging improvements from pre to post tests. 
Few researchers have analyzed past student interactions with an ITS. I refer to 
researchers who have taken a close look at how the user changed his/her behavior with 
the ITS along the tutoring session, in order to determine how effective the different 
components are. Progress in that direction has been done by [Beck, 2001], who tried to 
detect the effectiveness of specific components, trying to answer questions such as: "if 
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the pedagogical model is assumed to perform perfectly well, how good will the student 
model of this ITS be?” The use of simulated students has made this task easier. Van Lehn 
et al. [1994] have used simulated students (often called simulees) to test the efficiency of 
the student model in an ITS. However, as Millan and Perez-de-la-Cruz [2001] point out, 
such evaluations may provide useful insights, but should be just a first step towards a full 
evaluation, as simulated students are too simplistic in comparison to real students in 
realistic environments. 
One difficulty of taking such an approach is the complexity of comparing students 
who have taken very different paths along the tutoring sessions. While one student may 
have seen twenty problems on addition and made plenty of mistakes, another student may 
have seen only five addition problems making few mistakes and then the ITS moved this 
person along to other topics. Still, there is plenty to learn from such interactions that 
cannot be learned from the "black box" approach. For example: how fast did the number 
of mistakes in addition problems get significantly reduced with some kind of help? Did 
students stop learning at some point? What is that point? 
The first major evaluation that looks at an ITS effectiveness in detail, going beyond a 
pre to post test analysis of effectiveness, is the work done by Mitrovic and colleagues 
[2002]. They analyzed how the number of incorrect uses of a skill decreased as a function 
of the nth opportunity to use it. They showed how this decrease behaves as a power 
curve, reflecting an interesting decrease in mistakes, which is an indication of learning. 
This dissertation builds on the latter approach to judge the effectiveness of AnimalWatch. 
Mitrovic performed such an analysis with different feedback types in the system, while 
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this dissertation intends to analyze how these curves vary for different groups of people 




This section describes the different kinds of instruments used to determine students’ 
cognitive development, mathematics attitudes and gender. It also describes the different 
studies where the actual data was collected and the way they are integrated to perform a 
macro-analysis of students’ interaction with AnimalWatch. 
3.1 Diagnosis of cognitive abilities: Piaget Test 
The cognitive development test consists of ten highly interactive computer-based 
tasks, originally aimed for 8-11 year olds. Children of this age are supposed to have 
abilities that range from concrete to formal thinking. Thus, tasks were designed to 
measure abilities within these two stages of development. All these tasks are based on 
those designed by Piaget, adapted from the descriptions by Voyat [1982]. 
Seven of the tasks test for concrete reasoning: 
■ Seriation: Students have to sort a group of four pencils, from the shortest to the 
longest one, by dragging pencils on the screen. 
• Number conservation: Students initially observe two identical sets of cookies (each 
set consists of nine horizontally aligned cookies). When the elements of one set move to 
form a small circle, students are asked to determine if the amount of cookies has changed 
in the new state. 
• Substance conservation: Students are initially presented with two identical vessels 
with the same amount of liquid. Each of these containers has an empty vessel next to it: 
one is narrow and the other one is wide. Students are asked to show where they believe 
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the level of water would be IF the liquid from the two initial vessels gets poured into the 
wide and narrow vessels next to them. 
• Area conservation: Students are asked to compare the space in two parking lots. 
They both have the same area, but one is composed of a large rectangle, while the 
second one is split into separate pieces. 
• Class inclusion: Students have to determine whether there are more dogs or 
animals in a set of animals. The idea is to test their understanding that the "dogs" subset 
will always be smaller or equal to the set of "animals". 
• Functionality: Students have to solve the problem of sorting four pencils by length 
when they can only see the full length of two of them at a time. 
• Reversibility: Students see an animation of three colored balls being placed inside a 
can, one at a time, and they have to predict the order in which the elements will come out 
of the can (the behavior of a stack). 
The last three tasks determine a student's handling offormal operations: 
• Control of independent variables in experimental design and drawing of 
conclusions: Students experiment with four plants. They have to conclude if it is better to 
water a plant once a week or once a day, by watching the effects of their actions as each 
plant grows. They not only have to decide whether to water the plant once a day or once a 
week, but they also have to choose one of two environmental temperature levels for the 
plant. Thus, students have to handle two variables while trying to isolate the effect of 
only one of them. After this experimentation, students are asked what watering frequency 
is better for the plant's growth. 
• Proportionality. Students see two animals of different heights. They are asked to 
measure them with two different measurement units (large buttons and small buttons). 
Students are asked to measure one of the animals with both small and large buttons, and 
the other animal only with large buttons. Then, with buttons not available for 
measurement, students are asked to infer the height of the second animal in small buttons. 
• Combinatorial analysis: Students have to find the combination of four switches 
that would open a safe. The goal is to evaluate whether the student can systematically 
generate combinations of four elements. Because this is hard to measure, the number of 
combinations they generate is evaluated: the safe opens when the student generates 15 
combinations (fairly good chance they would have obtained them systematically), or after 
a maximum number of trials (everyone finally gets to open the safe). 
The success or failure at each of these tasks has been digitally recorded for most of 
the subjects that used AnimalWatch. Later sections discuss how a final cognitive 
development score was obtained to decide the cognitive development of the child. 
3.2 Gender 
Students’ gender was recorded for each person. Students were asked if they were 
girls or boys at the login screen. Meanwhile, the teacher provided a list of all students and 
their genders. This was fairly important because names did not evidence a clear gender. 
In addition, in a low percentage of cases there were inconsistencies between the gender 
entered by the student and the gender specified by the teacher. We believe this is due to 
students’ playing with entering the wrong option, so we gave priority to the teacher’s list 
of students. 
3.3 Diagnosis of mathematics attitudes 
An instrument that measures self-confidence, math value and math liking is used for 
this research. It has been used for studies on gender differences in mathematics [Eccles, 
93]. It consists of nine questions. The questions given to students were: 
Self-confidence in mathematics 
In math this year, I think I will do: 
really bad pretty bad Average pretty good really good 
I think I would do.in a new math class like advanced algebra or trigonometry. 
really bad pretty bad Average pretty good really good 
Compared to other school subjects, learning math like fractions and algebra is ... for me 
really hard kind of hard Average kind of easy really easy 
Value given to mathematics 
Compared to other school subjects, taking advanced math is: 
Not at all Not really Sort of Pretty The most 
important important important important important of all 
For me, it is.to be good at math like fractions and algebra 
Not at all Not really Sort of Pretty The most 
important important important important important of all 
I think that learning math (like fractions, algebra and geometry) is. 
Not at all Not really Sort of Pretty Really 
important important important important important 
Liking of mathematics 
When it comes to math like fractions, algebra and geometry, I. 
Don't like it at Don't like it Think it's OK Sort of like it Really like it! 
all very much 
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To me, the math problem solving that I do in school is. 
Not fun at all! Not very fun OK Pretty fun Really fun! 
Compared to my other school subjects, learning fractions, algebra and geometry is. 
My least Not myfavorite In the middle Qne of my My very favorite 
favorite subject! favorites 
Each of the questions was given a score from 1 to 5. Scores for the three questions 
for each attitude were averaged to obtain a 1 to 5 score of self-confidence, math value 
and math liking. Later sections will explain how this instrument was used to analyze 
emotional gains. 
3.4 Mathematics pre and post test 
A mathematics pre and post-test was given only to 158 students (as described in 
Table 4), and consisted mainly of fraction problems. The test consisted of the following 
questions: 
1) 84/4 = 
2) What is 1/7 of 28? 
3) 1/5 + 1/5 = 
4) 1/3 + 1/4 = 
5) 7/16 + 3/4 = 
This data was considered to decide whether students had learned fractions, by 
measuring improvements from pre to post-test. 
3.5 AnimalWatch studies. Data integration. 
In the past three years, three large studies were carried out using AnimalWatch in the 
classroom. The first one was performed with fifth grade students at the Deerfield 
Elementary School, MA, and the second and third ones were done with sixth grade 
students in the Chestnut Accelerated School in Springfield, MA. 
The first study was carried out in Fall 1999, and it involved approximately 50 
children ranging from 9 to 11 years old. The second study was carried out in Winter 
2000, and it involved approximately 60 children ranging from 10 to 12 years old. The 
third study happened in spring 2001, with 180 students, also 10-12 year-olds. This 
allowed for the gathering of data over a wide spectrum of children of different 
characteristics within a small spectrum of ages. 
In every study performed, the gender of the child was recorded, and the Piaget test 
was taken by students. A thorough mathematics pre and posttest was never provided to 
students in any of the studies. However, a pencil and paper mathematics pre-test was 
provided in the first study. In addition, a pencil and paper mathematics pre and posttest 
for fractions was provided in the last study. Thus, in every study, students took 
sometimes a math pre-test, the Piaget test, and then used AnimalWatch for about 2.5 
hours. After that, students took sometimes a math post-test, and sometimes the Piaget test 
for a second time. In every study, regardless of the version of AnimalWatch the student 
used, the system recorded most of student interactions with the system: what problems 
the system chose for the student, what response the student gave, at what time, what hints 
s/he got, how many hints, etc. Thus, student behavior is accessible from this data: how 
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many mistakes they made at each problem, which problems they got, which hints they 
saw, how much time they spent on hints, etc. 
In the Fall 1999 study, all 50 students used the hint intense version of AnimalWatch. 
In the Winter 2000 study, three versions of AnimalWatch were administered: the hint 
intense, the concrete and the formal-numeric versions. In the Spring 2001 study, students 
were given either the concrete or the formal-numeric version. Table 4 shows a summary 
of the data available for all studies. Basically, the data available is the following: 
Total number of students who took the Piaget pre-test: 369 
Total number of students who used AnimalWatch: 313 
Total number of students who have AnimalWatch records and Piaget pre-test: 
305 
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Table 4. Summary number of recorded student sessions for all studies 
1 The Springfield study actually involved two groups: one was the Green House and the other one was 
the White House 
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This dissertation integrates the data from different studies, in order to draw 
conclusions based on large amounts of cases. This integration will depend on the 
condition that the general behavior of students in same versions and different studies is 
similar. If it is, then we can be confident that students are similar across populations. If it 




4.1 Dependent variables 
This section describes the measures that will be used to describe the impact of 
AnimalWatch, from mathematics gains and emotional gains to problem selection 
efficiency. 
4.1.1 Number of mastered topics 
The number of topics that a student mastered is a generic measure of how well they 
performed with the system. AnimalWatch considers that a topic has been mastered 
probabilistically, when there is enough evidence that the student has mastered the topic. 
This measure is highly dependent on the behavior of the system (on the student and 
pedagogical models). Still, it is a measure of how far they got, as the system does not 
provide the student with hard problems until the student has mastered basic topics. If the 
student has mastered N topics, then, the student has also seen N+l topics, and never more 
than that, as the system is working on having the student master the N+lth topic. 
4.1.2 Mistake change 
The last described measure allows to have a feeling for how far students got thanks 
to the help provided. However, It is important to appreciate how individual students or 
groups of students performed in specific topics as time went by. This would allow to 
observe how students' learning progressed. 
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However, this is not easy to achieve given the dynamic nature of intelligent tutoring 
systems: every student obtained different sequences of problems and help, even if they 
used the same version of AnimalWatch. Still, we should be able to compare how different 
students performed in very specific situations. For example, we can take one topic (e.g. 
subtraction) and a specific difficulty (e.g. three-digit subtraction). Suppose we obtain the 
1 , 2 d, ..., nth problems of this kind that a student was assigned. We can now make a 
linear plot where the X-axis is problem number, and the Y-axis is the number of mistakes 
the student made in that problem. How does the number of mistakes vary along time? Did 
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mistakes get reduced? How about comparing this graph of a low cognitive development 
student to one of high cognitive development? How about comparing the graph of a low 
cognitive development girl in the concrete version of AnimalWatch to a low cognitive 
development girl in the formal-symbolic version? 
However, any conclusion based on comparing graphs for individual cases has no 
statistical strength. There will be plenty of variation from case to case, even for students 
of similar characteristics using the same version of the system. We should look for 
TRENDS of behavior for groups of students and compare them to trends of behavior for 
other groups of students. One way to achieve this is to average all the graphs of people 
within one group. For example, if we are considering the low vs. the high cognitive 
development students, we can produce two new graphs where the (x,y) point in each 
graph represents the mean of all the xth problems for each person in the group (the 
average number of mistakes in the xth problem of this kind that each student got). 
This allows to get a feeling for how specific groups of students progressed, and 
compare it against the graph of another group. The following graph is an example of the 
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trend of mistake behavior for some group of students, for the specific case of addition 
problems involving two digits. In this example, there is variation in the number of 
mistakes. However, there is a clear trend that shows mistake change with time. 
Figure 4. Example of mistake change for a group of students 
A question that may arise is why only consider a sequence of 6 problems. The 
answer is that it is very likely that there will be students who got 10 problems of this 
same kind or another student who only got 2. A problem that this way of describing 
students' mistake averages imposes is that many students may have only got to the 3rd 
instance of this kind of problem and never got a 4th, 5th or 6th instance of it. Thus, the 
averages over the first xth problems will be made over a larger number of students, and 
the last ones over fewer students (students “drop out” of the sample). This will generally 
happen when students master the topic and difficulty of these problems, and jump ahead 
to other topics. When the number of students at a data point is too little, variation 
increases, and the statistical strength that was aimed for gets lost. At the same time, if 
only those students who saw the 6 problems are considered, we are biasing the sample 
too much, as those are probably the students who are having a hard time with the topic. 
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Thus, we want to consider a sequence that is not too long (seeing 10 problems on one 
same topic and difficulty is unlikely for a person to do), but that still lets us appreciate 
students’ learning. 
It is important to be able to statistically compare the trends in the descriptive graphs: 
is the change significant? How much larger is it than the change for another group of 
students who got another version of AnimalWatch? This implies obtaining some 
quantifiable measure for these trends, some number that will represent how large the 
change is. Figure 4 numerically shows how we expect mistakes to change from problem 
to problem. Some sort of differential between points can be computed for each case. We 
could average these differentials and get an average change value per student. I propose 
to use this value as a way to measure mistake change along time, for problems of specific 
topics and difficulty. Each student will have a mistake change rate for each topic and 
difficulty, and also each group will have an average mistake change rate. This way, we 
have a numeric measure of math gains for each student (and an average math gain factor 
for a group of students). If a problem is within the zone of proximal development of the 
child and the help provided is effective for this child, then this mistake change rate should 
be smaller than zero. 
It is important to note that this analysis will be made per topic and per level of 
difficulty. Observe that if we don’t split by difficulty, the adaptive mechanism of the 
system will produce a flat trend instead of decreasing trends (given that the goal of the 
system is to keep pushing the student little by little, it will adjust the difficulty). Another 
issue is that some students will probably not make mistakes to begin with. Hopefully, 
AnimalWatch will give a couple more problems of the type and then move on to harder 
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topics. To analyze mistake improvement, we will address only those students who made 
mistakes in the first or second problem of the kind. This way, we are sure students who 
have some chance to get better are being considered, and to some extent, the 
effectiveness of the help is separated from the efficiency of problem selection -which 
will be analyzed in a different way. 
4.1.3 Emotional gains 
The previous sections described the math attitudes diagnosis instrument, which 
analyzes gains in mathematics liking, self-confidence and value. The higher these three 
scores are the more positive the student's attitudes towards math. This instrument was 
given to students before starting to use the system. The same instrument was given to 
students after using the tutoring system for a couple of sessions. An increase in these 
three attitude scores from pre to post test was considered as an improvement in 
mathematics attitudes due to the use of Animal Watch. 
4.1.4 Mathematics pre to post-test gains 
The previous sections described the mathematics problems instrument, which 
analyzes gains in performance at fractions. The higher these three scores are the more 
students learned about fractions. This instrument was given to students before starting to 
use the system. The same instrument was given to students after using the tutoring system 
for a couple of sessions. An increase in these three attitude scores from pre to post test is 
considered an improvement in performance at fraction problems. 
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4.1.5 Problem selection efficiency 
In order to determine how efficient the problem selection decisions were, we should 
first operationalize how the pedagogical model should work. The following graph 
[Murray and Arroyo, 2001] shows how an intelligent tutor should ideally select problems 
for the student. Essentially, the content difficulty of the activities/problems presented to 
the student should be proportional to the student’s skill level. Tutoring within the Zone of 
Proximal Development of the student would mean selecting content within a zone around 
this proportional function. If the ITS selects content outside of this zone, then it would be 
selecting content that is too easy or too hard, thus promoting boredom or confusion in the 
student. 
Figure 5. Selecting problems within/outside of the ZPD of the student 
This model is very useful for three reasons: first, it characterizes how a pedagogical 
model should behave (although it is not obvious how wide or steep this zone should be). 
Second, when such chart is built from actual system interactions with the student, it 
would allow to detect distortions in the pedagogical model: a shallow slope would 
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indicate that the pedagogical decisions were too lenient, and a steep slope would indicate 
a system that was too demanding. Last, if the student’s skill level were the proficiencies 
recorded in the student model, it allows to characterize the pedagogical model 
independently from the student model (by assuming the proficiencies recorded in the 
student model were the actual skill level of the student). This makes it an extremely 
important tool in the evaluation of ITS components. 
This dissertation will present such graphs, from actual data of students using the 
system, for various topics. The slope of the ZPD curve will be analyzed to decide 
whether problems were chosen to be too hard, too easy or just right. 
4.2 Statistical analysis 
The methodology used for statistical comparisons is Analysis of Variance, that is, 
comparing dependent variables (measures of effectiveness) across groups of students, by 
building models that accurately predict the observed phenomena. Analysis of variance 
models are actually linear regression models that can handle categorical variables. 
Fischer statistical tests on a multivariate ANOVA model determine whether one or more 
dependent variables (i.e., cognitive development and gender) are relevant at predicting 
the independent variable (e.g., number of mastered topics), and how much variance each 
of them predict. The F test determines whether there exists a significant difference among 
groups. In this sense it is a preliminary test that informs us if we should continue the 
investigation of the data at hand. If the null hypothesis (no difference among treatments 
or interactions) is accepted, there is an implication that no relation exists between the 
factor levels and the response. There is not much we can learn, and we are finished with 
the analysis. When the F test rejects the null hypothesis, we will undertake a thorough 
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analysis of the nature of the factor-level effects. We want to know the amount of 
predicted variance, which is a measure of how variation in the independent variable helps 
predict variations in the dependent one. However, all that is known at that point is that 
there is no equality amongst them, we do not know the form of the inequality. 
In addition to finding out how relevant a variable is in predicting math gains, this 
dissertation tries to answer more specific questions, such as: did the concrete version of 
AnimalWatch produce higher gains for girls of high cognitive development than the other 
versions? Bonferroni confidence intervals, or "contrasts", which consist of the building of 
confidence intervals, based on the ANOVA model, to answer multiple questions such as 
those, will be used. 
Estimated marginal means will allow the author to describe the effects after 
accounting for covariates. Estimated marginal means of the dependent variables will be 
plotted, with covariates held at their mean value. These means are predicted means, not 
observed, and are based on the specified linear model, which should be accurate for the 
marginal means plot to have any significant meaning. 
The author will work with a 2 x 2 x 4 design (2 genders x 2 cognitive development 
levels x 4 versions of AnimalWatch), 16 groups of children. Because there is full data for 
about 313 children, there will be 20 children per cell on average. 
There will be three alternative ways to measure math gains: number of mastered 
topics, average mistake change along time for specific topics and problem difficulties, 
maximum mistake change for specific topics and problem difficulties (how far students 
progressed). Seven topics will be considered (addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
division, addition of fractions, subtraction of fractions). The decision of what and how 
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This section describes the results to the research questions proposed in previous 
sections. Descriptive statistics about students, cognitive development pre-test results, and 
the different studies are presented first. Inferential statistics about efficiency, 
effectiveness and gender and cognitive differences are presented later in this section. 
5.1 Descriptive statistics 
5.1.1 Cognitive development test results 
The cognitive development test consisted of 10 items evaluating concrete and formal 
operational thought. The test was taken prior to using AnimalWatch, although a subset of 
students also took it as a post-test. Each item could be answered correctly or incorrectly. 
Figure 6 shows how the average number of correct answers is 5.9 out of 10, a normal 
distribution. This is positive about the test, as it shows the level of difficulty was 
appropriate for children of this age. There are no significant differences between the 
mean score of girls and boys. This similarity will allow to make comparisons between 
girls and boys, without being concerned about cognitive development being an 
intervening factor. 
N 369 
Mean correct responses 5.9 
Standard deviation 1.77 
Median correct responses 6 
Maximum correct responses 10 
Minimum correct responses 0 
Mean correct for boys 6 
Mean correct for girls 5.8 
Table 5. Descriptive statistics for number of correct responses in the Piaget test 
The distribution of the scores is fairly normal, with a peak at 6 correctly answered 
questions. Few students got less than 3 correct answers, and very few students got a 
perfect score. 
Number of correct Piaget tasks 
Figure 6. Distribution of Piaget test score 
5.1.1.1 Items in the cognitive development test 
The author proposed that two groups would be compared, those considered to be 
“higher than average” cognitive development students, to those that had “lower than 
average” amount of correctly answered tasks. The original idea was to use the amount of 
correct answers as a continuous variable when possible. However, in order to compare 
the effectiveness of help for differing cognitive levels, it is essential to create two groups 
of high and low cognitive development. The initial thought was to split students at the 
median of correct answers, in other words, to compare those who had scored less than 6 
to those scoring more than six. It was thought this would produce two fairly even sized 
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groups to compare. However, most of the students scored exactly six out of ten correct 
answers, which leaves a large group of “unclassified” people. It thus seems important to 




























Figure 7. Correctness of responses for items in the Piaget test 
Tasks were then sorted by their frequency of incorrect responses. Figure 7 shows the 
relationship of incorrect vs. correct responses for each item. Most of the harder tasks tend 
to correspond to formal operations (e.g. combinations, proportions). The hardest of all 
concrete tasks are right in the middle (e.g. functionality). This addresses the validity of 
the test, although it is noticeable that the task measuring “experiment design” tends to be 
answered correctly very frequently, something not common for a formal operations task. 
Given that getting the answer correctly by mere guessing was not easy (they had to both 
design the correct experiments and give the correct conclusion for the response to be 
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considered correct), so it may well happen that children are trained in science 
experiments with plants in the classroom, and this experience affects the correctness of 
their responses. Another interesting result is that the item called “class inclusion” was 
very hard for students, despite that it is aimed to test for concrete thinking. This may have 
to do with the fact that the question could be misinterpreted (when shown to some Ph.D. 
students in Computer Science, the question was sometimes answered incorrectly). Still, 
despite the inherent hardness of this item, a correct answer was much more likely for 
students scoring high overall, while an incorrect answer to the class inclusion item was 
much less likely for students scoring low overall. 
As mentioned before, it is important to have a continuous score of cognitive 
development, so that students can be split more fairly into lower and higher than average 
cognitive development students. A continuous score that takes the inherent difficulty of 
each question into account is proposed. This score is obtained by weighing the 
correctness of each item by its difficulty (i.e. by the overall probability of answering 
incorrectly). Thus, the item that tests “combinatorial analysis” is weighed the highest, 
while “seriation” is weighed the least (everyone seems to know how to sort a series 
pencils by fifth grade). Then, all these scores are added to get the final cognitive 
development score. 
We may wonder how far this new score is from the original score obtained by 
counting the amount of correct responses. The answer to question is given in Figure 8, 
which shows how both scores are tightly correlated. We obtained a new continuous score, 
which is more fair but still highly similar to the previous one. This would allow for a 
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Old Piaget measure 
Figure 8. Correlation between the discrete and the new (weighed) Piaget score 
5.1.1.2 Pre and post cognitive development scores 
In some of the studies, the same Piaget test was given as a post-test, in addition to the 
pre-test. 167 students took both pre and post Piaget tests. A high correlation was 
expected, which would allow to measure the reliability of the instrument. Table 6 shows a 
cross tabulation of the pre and post-test scores, which illustrates the strength of the 
correlation. The mean pre-test score was 5.83 and the mean post-test score was 5.93. A t- 
test shows there is no significant difference in the scores (p<0.378). This is reasonable, as 
we don’t expect students to change their cognitive development in a couple of days (the 
lapse between the pre and post-test was about a week). The correlation between pre and 
post-test scores is R=0.65, a reasonable value, though not outstandingly high. We 
conclude that the test was fairly reliable. 
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Post test Total 
1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 9.00 10.00 
0 2 2 
1.00 1 1 
2.00 1 1 
3.00 1 2 5 2 1 1 12 
0 4.00 2 5 9 1 2 1 20 
d) 
L— 5.00 2 1 5 9 8 6 2 33 
0. 6.00 1 10 11 7 8 2 39 
7.00 7 7 12 1 1 28 
8.00 1 2 3 4 9 1 1 21 
9.00 1 1 3 3 8 
10.00 1 1 2 
Total 1 4 11 14 39 32 32 25 8 1 167 
Table 6. Cross tabulation for pre and post-test Piaget scores 
5.1.2 Understanding the different studies 
This dissertation analyzes three different studies, carried out during 1999 and 2001. 
The last study could be split into Green and White, for the name of the students’ classes, 
and was actually carried out a couple of months later. This leaves four different groups, 
three of them carried out in an urban-area school (Spf) and one of them from a rural area 
school (Deerfield), gives details about the number of subjects, the grade, average 
cognitive development score and standard deviation of the score. 
Study Grade N Avg- 
Piaget 
Stdev 
Deerfield-99 5th " 55 5.64 1.55 
Spf-99 -6" 56 6.64 1.56 
Green-Spf-01 -6" 102 5.73 1.76 
White-Spf-01 -6* 92 5.57 1.93 
Total 305 
Table 7. Piaget score for students in the different studies 
Observe that the average Piaget score is fairly similar for all studies. One of the 
groups of the urban area school (Spf) scored slightly higher than the rest, though this 
difference was not significant. 
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Study N Coglevel N 
Deerfield-99 
(5th grade) 
55 High 25 
Low 30 
Green-Spf-01 102 High 47 
Low 55 
Spf-99 56 High 38 
Low 18 
White-Spf-01 92 High 38 
Low 54 
Totals 305 305 
Table 8. Amount of high and low cognitive development students per study 
Students were classified into low and high cognitive development by splitting at the 
median of the continuous (weighed) Piaget score. Table 8 shows that, in general, the 
amount of high and low cognitive development students per study was equivalent (except 
for Spf-99 which has more high cognitive development students). 
The proportion of boys and girls is even in each study, as can be seen in Table 9. 
Except for Spf-99, there is a similar amount of students in each gender x coglevel x 
study group. 
Study N Gender N Cog. Level N 
Deerfield-99 
5th grade 
55 boy 28 High 10 
Low 18 




56 boy 24 High 16 
Low 8 




102 boy 52 High 27 
Low 25 




92 boy 49 High 21 
Low 28 
Girl 43 High 17 
Low 26 
Totals 305 305 305 
Table 9. Gender and cognitive development of students in the different studies 
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5.1.2.1 Student's AnimalWatch sessions in the different studies 
There are 313 saved AnimalWatch “sessions”. Sessions are data recorded for a 
student interacting with the AnimalWatch system. By analyzing the sessions we can 
observe how students interacted with the system. Table 10 shows the average number of 
problems seen per session, and average total time spent solving problems. This total time 
does not include login time, pre and post-test time, the time spent reading transition 
screens about the animals, or the time spent seeing animated pictures that celebrated a 
correct answer. As can be seen, students in different studies spent similar amount of time 
using the system, and saw a similar amount of problems. On average, students saw 78 
problems and spent a total time of one hour actually solving problems. The actual time 
students spent in the computer lab was of about 2.5 hours. 
Study N Average problems seen Average minutes solving problems 
Deerfield-99 61 72 59 
Green-Spf-01 106 72 58 
Spf-99 55 78 52 
White-Spf-01 91 90 66 
Totals 313 78 60 
Table 10. Problems seen and problem-solving time for the different studies 
Not all versions of AnimalWatch (with different kinds of help) were seen in each 
study. Table 11 shows the amount of students per study and per version of AnimalWatch. 
Study Concrete Formal Hint-Intense (F+C) Reduced help N 
Deerfield-99 - - 60 - 60 
Spf-99 9 11 38 - 58 
Green-Spf-01 32 35 - 33 100 
White-Spf-01 38 28 - 26 92 
Total 79 74 98 59 310 
Table 11. Students per study and per version of AnimalWatch 
Table 12 through Table 15 show the amount of time and the amount of mistakes per 
problem in each of the different help types and each of the studies. It can be seen that 
students within the same version did not always made similar mistakes per problem. In 
general, this can be explained by the cognitive development score. It seems reasonable 
that there is an inverse relationship between the cognitive development score and the 
amount of mistakes per problem. The only case where this is not true is in the reduced- 
help version, where students in the Green-Spf-01 study had a slightly higher Piaget score 
and still had a slightly higher mistake rate per problem. Still, both the difference in Piaget 
score and the difference of mistake rate are not significant. Students made the most 
mistakes per problem in the reduced-help version. Students of the same group (Green- 
Spf-01) using the formal version had exactly the same cognitive development score, and 
still made less mistakes than those using reduced-help. 
Concrete version N Piage 
t 
Nprobs minutes mist/problem sdev 
White-Spf-01 38 0.39 86 66 0.90 0.73 
Green-Spf-01 29 0.43 75 58 0.58 0.37 
Spf-99 8 0.55 83 50 0.52 0.45 
Table 12. Mistakes per problem for students in the concrete version 
Formal version N Piage 
t 
Nprobs minutes mist/problem sdev 
White-Spf-01 28 0.39 101 69 0.94 0.67 
Green-Spf-01 40 0.43 66 59 0.88 0.55 
Spf-99 10 0.51 88 53 0.55 0.57 
Table 13. Mistakes per problem for students in the formal version 
Hint Intense N Piage 
t 
Nprobs minutes mist/problem sdev 
Deerfield-99 61 0.41 72 59 0.59 0.28 
Spf-99 36 0.51 76 53 0.52 0.37 
Table 14. Mistakes per problem for students in the concrete+formal version 
Reduced-help N Piage 
t 
Nprobs minutes mist/problem sdev 
White-Spf-01 25 0.37 84 64 0.81 0.37 
Green-Spf-01 36 0.43 78 57 1.18 0.88 
Table 15. Mistakes per problem for students in the reduced help version 
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This section has analyzed how general student behavior within AnimalWatch varied 
from study to study. In general, differences across studies for the same version of 
AnimalWatch with respect to time spent or mistakes made per problem, are tightly linked 
to cognitive development. This fact leaves us comfortable to integrate data from different 
studies. Still, the “Results” section analyzes whether study effects exist when analyzing 
learning and emotional gains. 
5.1.3 AnimalWatch Versions 
Table 16 shows the number of students using AnimalWatch for each cognitive level 
and gender. In general, numbers are reasonable for each cell, except there are not many 
girls of high cognitive development using the reduced-help version. 
AnimalWatch 
version 
cognitive level gender N 
concrete low boy 18 
girl 26 
high boy 18 
girl 17 
formal low boy 14 
girl 24 
high boy 21 
girl 15 
Hint-Intense low boy 27 
(concrete + formal) girl 15 
high boy 22 
girl 34 
reduced help low boy 16 
girl 18 
high boy 16 
girl 9 
Table 16. Gender and cognitive level of students in the different studies 
The concrete, formal and reduced-help versions had a deterministic behavior. First, 
two short messages are presented to encourage the student to try again and mentioning 
the operation; then either the concrete, or the formal hint is presented (or giving out the 
answer in the reduced-help version). The formal version also had other short message 
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hints related to carrying -when a mistake was made within the interactive multiple 
column addition hint, different messages could pop up, to correct a student’s mistakes in 
a specific column addition. Meanwhile, the third hint in the hint-intense version (after the 
short messages), was randomly chosen between the interactive formal-numeric and the 
concrete hints (actually, with some bias for the formal-numeric one). Also, there was a 
small probability that any hint would be chosen at random in the hint-intense version. 
5.1.4 Problems and Hints across versions 
This section describes the general behavior of AnimalWatch, by looking at how 
students actually interacted with the system. Overall student behavior is described first, 
and differences and similarities across versions are described later. 
5.1.4.1 Student Behavior in Problems 
Figure 9 shows the average number of incorrect attempts made while solving a 
problem before getting the correct answer, for the different versions of AnimalWatch. 
Clearly, there are many problems in which zero mistakes were made (each person 
responded an average of 55 problems correctly out of an average of 80 problems seen). 
The average person saw 10 problems in which 1 mistake was made (just re-checking their 
work was enough to get the correct answer, as the first hint encouraged them to try 
again). Students saw about 5 problems where the operation was suggested (“are you sure 
you are adding x plus x?”). Finally, students were given about 5 problems in which they 
saw more informative help (interactive hints, getting the answer for the problem, etc.). 
Unfortunately, this is not the behavior we expected of AnimalWatch. The fact that 
students got highly informative help only on 6% of the problems seen tells us that 
something in the system was not working totally right. 70% of the problems were 
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answered correctly. From a researcher’s perspective, 70% of all problems were out of 
students Zone of Proximal Development, as those problems were within their ability. At 
the same time, however, student’s mathematics self-confidence improved significantly. A 
new question that arises now is how much of that increase is because AnimalWatch 
provided problems that they managed to solve correctly. 
These findings will affect the analyses made in later sections. For instance, when 
analyzing mistake change, there will be many cases where students will start off working 
on a new topic by making zero mistakes. If we are analyzing the effectiveness of help in 
terms of mistake change, these cases should not be taken into account, as there is no 
improvement possible when a person starts off by making zero mistakes. Meanwhile, all 
cases should be taken into account while analyzing efficiency of AnimalWatch at 
problem selection. 
The different variations of help in AnimalWatch may have affected the mistake 
behavior of AnimalWatch. We can analyze this by looking at how students actually 
interacted with each of the different AnimalWatch versions. It is expected that certain 
other features will not vary —features that are related to student model behavior, which 
was constant across versions of AnimalWatch. When considering mistakes made, it is not 
expected that the amount or distribution of the mistakes made in any problem will be too 
different from version to version, as the system was trying to adapt its problem selection 
depending on mistake behavior, and the problem selection mechanism was the same way 
for all versions. At the same time, it would be expected that the average time per problem 
would vary from version to version, as students should be spending different amounts of 
time on hints in each problem. 
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Mistake behavior for the different versions of Animal Watch can be seen in Figure 9. 
Clearly, the same mistake trend is maintained for all different help types: each person 
responded to about 55 problems correctly from the beginning, saw about 10 problems in 
which they made 1 mistake only, about 5 problems where 2 mistakes were made, and 
finally, students were given about 5 problems where 3 or more mistakes were made (they 
saw highly informative help, about arithmetic processes or the correct answer). 
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Mistakes in a problem 
Figure 9. Distribution of number of attempts to get a correct answer 
(n attempts equals n hints seen) 
It would be interesting to analyze how many problems were given for each different 
topic, and how that system behavior varies for the different versions, given the fact that 
students got so many problems right. Is there a version of Animal Watch that gave more 
problems on fraction topics? Figure 10 and Table 17 show the average number of 
problems per person and per topic. Each of the bars in the graph represents the average 
frequency of problems for a person in each version of AnimalWatch, for each of the 
different topics. We can see that an average student got about 25 problems for addition. 

















■ Concrete ■ Formal eg Hint-intense □ Reduced 
Topics 
Figure 10. Problems seen for each of the topics in the different versions 
Concrete Formal Hint-intense Reduced Average for all 
Add Integers 29 30 15 28 25.5 
Subtract Integers 19 20 23 18 20 
Multiply Integers 17 18 13 22 17.5 
Divide Integers 7 4 7 4 5.5 
FracRecognizeNumerator 2 2 4 1 2.25 
FracRecognizeDenominator 2 1 4 1 2 
FracRecognizeDivide 1 1 2 1 1 
Add Fractions 1 1 1 0 1 
Subtract Fractions 1 1 1 0 1 
Table 17. Problems seen for each topic in each of the versions (average per person) 
Table 17 shows the average time spent in a problem for the different versions of 
AnimalWatch. It can be seen that the average time per problem is almost the same for all 
kinds of help, 45 seconds on average. This average seems to be fairly low —students 
managed to read the word problem, get help and answer in 45 seconds on average. This is 
probably an indication that the problems were too easy for them. 
Two conclusions can be drawn from these results. First, the similarity in mistakes 
made per problem across versions reaffirms how the problem selection was similar across 
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all versions of Animal Watch, thus, the only variation across versions was in the kind help 
provided. Second, it is noticeable that AnimalWatch believed the student had to get easy 
whole number problems, and that students hardly got any fraction problems. Later 
analyses on “efficiency” will determine whether AnimalWatch’s beliefs were right, and 
whether the decisions made given those beliefs were appropriate or not. 
N Avg Nprobs Avg Minutes Avg seconds per problem 
Concrete 75 81 61 45 
Formal 79 81 61 45 
Hint-intense 97 74 57 46 
Reduced help 62 79 60 45 
Totals 313 78 60 45 
Table 18. Average minutes per problem in the different versions 
5.1.4.2 Student Behavior in hints 
We can analyze just those problems where students got help, to appreciate the time 
they spent within the hints (from the moment the hint was shown until an answer was 
attempted). Time spent on hints for the different AnimalWatch versions can be observed 
in Table 19. Students spent more time on hints in the hint-intense version (29 seconds) 
than in all other versions, specially the hint-reduced one (12 seconds). They also spent 
more time per problem in the former version. This shows that students spent more time 
per problem because they were spending time seeing hints. On the other hand, students in 
the hint-reduced version saw slightly more hints per problem (3 hints per problem on 
average) while they were spending less time within a hint. This finding is actually 
interesting: The third hint provided was actually the “bottom-out” hints, so most of the 
time these students were getting to this last hint that gave out the answer. Meanwhile, 
students in all other versions were not, on average, getting to this last hint, which was 
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presented in 4th place or later. This shows that when no interactive hints were available, 
students searched for the hints that would give out the answer. 





Hint reduced 12 22 3.0 1737 
formal 21 32 2.4 2305 
Concrete 24 35 2.3 2041 
Hint intense 29 51 2.5 1705 
Total averages 21.5 35 2.55 
Table 19. Time spent in hints for those problems where hints were seen 
Gender differences were found in the time that students spent solving a problem. 
Boys spent 42 seconds solving a problem while girls spent about 44 seconds solving each 
problem. Two seconds is not a big difference; however, the differences are significant 
(two tailed t-test, p<0.001). 
Figure 11. Distribution of seconds within hints (gender x cognitive development) 
We may wonder whether the gender differences in time per problem are due to 
seeing the hints, or only in the time girls and boys spent thinking about the problem. We 
may wonder whether this difference in “staying with hints” changes not only for gender, 
but also for cognitive development. Figure 11 shows the distribution of time spent by the 
four groups within hints (from the moment any hint was presented until a new answer 
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was entered). We can see that the seconds spent per hint are very low. Part of the reason 
for this is that the first hints given to the student were short text messages. However, 
spending less than 3 seconds in-between responses does not give a student enough time to 
give a second thought to the answer, suggesting students were intentionally ignoring help. 
Other studies also found that students searched for bottom-out hints, also with a 
mathematics Intelligent Tutoring System [Aleven et al., 2001]. 
It is interesting that girls tend to display this behavior less (specially high cognitive 
development girls), while boys ignore help more (specially high cognitive development 
boys). It is also interesting that as boys are more developed, they ignore help more, while 
as girls are more developed, they ignore help less. We conclude that boys are being more 
selective about the help provided to them. More importantly, boys at the high-end of the 
class ignore help most, while girls at the high-end of the class ignore help the least. 




Figure 12. Time that girls and boys spent in the different versions of AnimalWatch 
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In order to address issues of time spent per Animal Watch version, the average time 
spent in hints per student was computed. Figure 12 shows this average time spent on hints 
and their confidence intervals, for boys and girls, within each version of AnimalWatch. 
The confidence intervals show that boys in the formal version are the ones most likely to 
spend less time in hints than girls. 






















Level of abstraction of hint Level of Help Abstraction 
Figure 13. Time that boys and girls spend for help with two levels of abstraction 
Why did boys spend less time on hints? Was the level of abstraction of formal hints 
too high for boys in general? Only for boys of a specific cognitive development? How 
did boys react to formal help within the concrete+formal version? These questions were 
addressed. Students’ time spent on concrete and formal hints (all interactive hints) was 
analyzed, regardless of what version of AnimalWatch they were provided in. The 
confidence intervals plotted in Figure 13 show that boys of low cognitive development 
stayed longer within concrete hints than formal hints (two-tailed t-test p<0.005). 
Meanwhile this difference is not seen for the other three groups, who stayed equivalent 
amounts of time within formal or concrete help. In addition, boys of low cognitive 
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development spent significantly less time than girls of low cognitive development in 
formal help (two-tailed independent samples t-test, p<0.01). 
Several conclusions can be drawn from observing students’ interaction with the 
hints. First, students who had interactive hints available in their systems, spent more time 
on hints. Something not as obvious is that students in the help-reduced version reached 
bottom-out hints (the last hint that provided the answer) very frequently, while students in 
other versions did not get to the last hint, suggesting that students in the reduced-help 
version were searching for those bottom-out hints. Second, girls spent more time than 
boys on problems in which they made mistakes, suggesting they were spending more 
time with hints. Also, boys were ignoring hints more often than girls (staying at them for 
a couple of seconds). When analyzing all these time differences in relation to cognitive 
development, it was found that boys of high cognitive development ignored help the 
most, while girls of high cognitive development ignored them the least, spending more 
time within hints overall. 
When observing students’ time spent within concrete or formal (interactive) hints, 
we saw that boys of low cognitive development were prone to stay less time within 
formal help than within concrete help. This difference is not seen for girls of the same 
cognitive development, who actually spent slightly more time in formal than concrete 
help. 
5.1.5 Summary about descriptive statistics 
The following points summarize the descriptive statistics in this section: 
We are working with 305 students for whom we have cognitive development + 
AnimalWatch records information available 
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The four studies are similar in number of girls and boys, number of problems 
seen, time using the system, number of low and high cognitive development 
students 
Students spent about an hour actually solving problems in AnimalWatch. They 
saw about 80 different problems 
Students saw significantly more problems on whole numbers than fractions. 
Students actually saw less than five fraction problems 
There are differences in the time students spent on hints: girls spent more time 
than boys, low cognitive development boys spent little time on formal hints. 
The following section makes inferential statistics that will help answer the research 
questions. 
5.2 Inferential statistics 
The purpose of this section is to analyze the dependent variables, with the purpose of 
answering the research questions posed in section 1.5. This section is divided in two 
major sub-sections: one devoted to the analysis of effectiveness, and a second one for the 
analysis of efficiency of AnimalWatch. 
5.2.1 AnimalWatch Effectiveness 
Analyzing AnimalWatch’s effectiveness will allow to answer some of the research 
questions suggested in section 1.5, mainly whether AnimalWatch was effective at having 
students learn math, and whether there is a most effective type of help for each cognitive 
development and gender. This section analyzes the effectiveness of the different versions 
of AnimalWatch and the gender and cognitive differences, by analyzing mastered topics 
and mistake change per topic. 
5.2.1.1 Math test 
The mathematics pre and post-test was given only to 158 students, and consisted 
mainly of fraction problems. Table 20 shows that the improvement from pre to post-test 
was not significant. This is understandable if we remember the descriptive statistics in 
previous sections: students almost did not see any fraction problems, so it would be very 
hard to find a significant improvement. A test on whole numbers would probably have 
been more convenient, as those were the problems students worked on most of the time. 







MATHPRE & MATHPOS 158 0 2.0 2.13 .127 
Table 20. Pre to post-test improvement in math test 
5.2.1.2 Mastered topics 
While trying to see whether there was a more effective version overall, or a best 
version for each gender/cognitive level, it would make sense to consider how far the 
students progressed in the system, how fast they went through all the material. One 
possible estimate of this is the amount of mastered topics, which is highly dependent on 
the mistakes students made, and on the improvement in terms of mistake change. 
Basically, the higher the number of topics they mastered, the better they did in the 
system. Mastering a topic or not is tightly linked to the student model estimates of how 
much the student knows of a topic, which in turn depends on how much evidence of no¬ 
mistake answers the student entered. Table 21 shows the means for all sixteen groups, 
classified by cognitive development level, help-type and gender. The maximum possible 
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amount of mastered topics is 9 topics. However, the highest scoring group mastered only 
5.82 topics. 
Large differences across groups can be appreciated when we observe the mean 
number of mastered topics in Table 21. The difference between the lowest scoring and 
highest scoring groups is big (the lowest scoring group mastered less than half of the 
topics that the highest scoring group did). The group that mastered the most topics was 
boys of high cognitive development in the hint intense version (formal + concrete). The 
group that did worst was boys of low cognitive development in the formal version. It is 
interesting to see how these two groups of boys of different cognitive developments are at 
both ends of the spectrum (for best and worst), both of them within AnimalWatch 
versions that include formal help. 
AnimalWatch 
version 




Boy low 3.28 18 Easy Division 
high 5.44 18 Fraction Readiness 2 
Girl low 2.77 26 Hard Multiplication 
high 4.41 17 Fraction Readiness 1 
Formal 
(numeric procedures) 
Boy low 2.21 14 Easy Multiplication 
high 4.95 21 Fraction Readiness 1 or 2 
Girl low 2.88 24 Hard Multiplication 
high 3.93 15 Hard Division 
Hint Intense 
(concrete + formal) 
Boy low 3.59 27 Hard Division 
high 5.82 22 Fraction Readiness 2 or 3 
Girl low 4.67 15 Fraction Readiness 1 
high 5.41 34 Fraction Readiness 2 
Reduced help 
(short messages) 
Boy low 3.31 16 Easy Division 
high 3.94 16 Hard Division 
Girl low 2.39 18 Easy Multiplication 
high 4.33 9 Fraction Readiness 1 
Table 21. Mastered topics for gender x cognitive development x help type 
There are important factors that could influence the number of mastered topics. The 
most important one is the time spent by the users in the system: a person who spent little 
time in the system also has less chance of mastering a high number of topics. Another 
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possibility is that there is a study effect: students at one specific study may have scored 
very differently than other groups, even if their cognitive development was similar, and 
had a similar proportion of girls and boys. 
The appropriate methodology to use is to build an ANOVA for predicting the 
amount of mastered topics as a function of all these variables that may affect this 
measure. The resulting ANOVA is shown in table Table 22. 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable: Amount of masl tered Topics 
Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model 613.955 20 30.698 5.463 .000 
Intercept 30.017 1 30.017 5.342 .022 
STUDY 89.234 3 29.745 5.293 .001 
PIAGET SCORE 48.514 1 48.514 8.633 .004 
VERSION 17.977 3 5.992 1.066 .364 
GENDER 2.075 1 2.075 .369 .544 
COGLEVEL .249 1 .249 .044 .833 
NUMBER OF PROBS SEEN 122.553 1 122.553 21.809 .000 
VERSION * GENDER 15.992 3 5.331 .949 .417 
VERSION * COGLEVEL 6.238 3 2.079 .370 .775 
GENDER * COGLEVEL 3.966 1 3.966 .706 .402 
VERSION * GENDER * COGLEVEL 13.976 3 4.659 .829 .479 
Error 1623.993 289 5.619 
Total 7230.000 310 
Corrected Total 2237.948 309 
a R Squared = .274 (Adjusted R Squared = .224) 
Table 22. ANOVA for mastered topics 
The resulting model fits the data accurately, according to a lack of fit test. The model 
suggests that the main predictors of the amount of mastered topics will be 1) the amount 
of problems seen in the system; 2) the continuous cognitive development score; and 3) 
the study (suggesting a study effect). The kind of help seen does not produce significant 
differences in mastered topics. If we observe the estimated marginal means for the study 
effect (which partials out the effect of all other variables such as the effects of cognitive 
development and Animal Watch-treatment), we can see that a group in the Springfield 
2001 study scored significantly lower than the rest. It will be important to account for this 
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effect, as otherwise the hint intense version will be benefited (the only one not present in 
that study). 
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Figure 14. Estimated marginal means for mastered topics 
A possible reason for the help not being a significant factor in predicting the number 
of mastered topics may be that, even though the help may produce differences in 
learning, the system is not being efficient, and that lack of efficiency is hiding the 
effectiveness of the different help types. We saw in previous sections how many 
problems were answered correctly, so the help was not used in most problems. This may 
also be adding noise to the mastered topics measure, as if students don’t make mistakes, 
then there is no difference at all among the different versions. 
Another possibility is that different kinds of help may be best for one student in 
different topics. For example, a high cognitive development student may be bothered by 
high levels of abstract help in addition (and thus a lot of help will slow him down), while 
he or she may be benefited by high amounts of abstract help in fractions. This would add 
noise to our measure of success of the different help types. 
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In any case, despite of lack of significant differences in the number of mastered 
topics with respect to help type, it would be interesting to analyze the means, after the 
study effect and the number of problems seen effect have been accounted for: What is the 
highest and the lowest mean for each cognitive development x gender group? These 
results are then verified to see if they are consistent with other effectiveness measures 
that take a closer look at students’ learning. Figure 14 plots the estimated marginal means 
for these groups, after accounting for the number of problems seen. 
Boys of low cognitive development: For this group, it is clear that formal help is the 
worst kind of help to provide, as the mean for formal is the lowest. The largest gap is the 
difference between mere formal and mere concrete help, with the other two in between. 
Girls of low cognitive development: Despite of the fact that the differences are not 
significant, the versions to choose would be the Hint-Intense version. The largest gap is 
between hint intense and hint reduced, though there is not a clear worst one. 
Girls of high cognitive development: The highest mean is for the hint-intense 
version. When looking at Figure 14 we can see that all versions are pretty much at the 
same level, so there is not a clear worst or best one. 
Boys of high cognitive development: For these boys, help seemed to make a 
difference. The reduced help version seemed to be worse than all other versions that 
provided more help. 
Table 23 and Table 24 summarize the best and worst AnimalWatch versions for each 
group, in terms of mastered topics, despite of the non-significant differences. 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level F+C C 
High cog. Level F+C C, F+C, F 
Table 23 Most amount of mastered topics (help to choose) 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level R F 
High cog. Level F, C R 
Table 24 Least amount of mastered topics (help to avoid) 
Despite of the non-significant differences, we can still decide what version was best 
and worst for each group by looking at the highest and lowest mean number of mastered 
topics. If we had to choose one help type for everyone, that would be the hint intense 
version, as it tended to be the best or second best for all groups. Meanwhile, the reduced- 
help version was consistently the worst or second worst for all groups. This is an 
indication that the concrete and formal hints were well designed (or at least better than 
not having them). Overall, giving more help and more interactive help, will effectively 
make students make more progress in the system, improve more, and thus learn more 
mathematics. 
These differences are non significant ones, meaning there is a possibility that these 
best and worst systems are mere chance. More evidence is needed to support the fact that 
these were the best and worst kinds of help to provide. As said before, a reason for non¬ 
significance may be that the optimal system for one person changes with time, 
depending on the topic being taught. Thus, depending on the amount spent in the system, 
or at what topic the student was when he/she stopped using the system, the best version 
for a person may change. Another possibility is that the system was not being efficient at 
selecting problems where the help would be beneficial. Any of these will make the 
amount of mastered topics a very noisy variable. A more narrow-focused measure, such 
as mistake change per topic, should provide a more accurate perspective. 
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5.2.1.3 Effectiveness as mistake improvement 
In order to analyze students' learning, students' mistake change were observed at 
subsequent problems for the same topic. This is a hard task as a pair of students may have 
received very different problems. The approach was to observe how students' mistakes 
changed over time at instances of similar subsequent problems. We call these “problem 
sequences” for each student. We selected only a subset of the 350 students for this 
analysis, those who had made mistakes in the first or second problem of each topic (those 
who needed help), and followed their mistake behavior at the 2nd, ..., 6th problems for 
each topic and difficulty (some topics are divided in easy and hard to make sure that the 
problems considered in each sequence were not too different). As stated in section 4.1.2, 
it is important to consider topics at a specific difficulty level in order to appreciate 
improvement, as otherwise the adaptive mechanism may hide the improvement, showing 
a constant rate of mistakes made over time. 
This is the reason why all whole number topics were divided into two difficulty 
levels, easy and hard, to observe how the mistakes made changed in problems of similar 
difficulty. For instance, the topic called "easy division" will involve a sequence of 6 
problems per student that involve division of at most 3 digit numbers by one digit 
numbers. This provides some level of control over the difficulty of problems, so that the 
average difficulty of the 1st through 6th problems are similar (average operand size is not 
significantly different, allowing to measure whether students' mistakes declined after 
interacting with the help in the system. 
Figure 15. Mistake reduction for different topics and difficulty levels 
... 
3 4 5 
problem in the sequence 
—♦— Easy addition 
- -a- - Hard addition 
Easy subtraction 
*—Hard subtraction 
—X— Easy multiplication 
------- Hard multiplication 
Easy division 
Hard division 
- - Fraction readiness 1 
—•— Fraction readiness 2 
—m— Fraction readiness 3 
—A— Like fractions 
- -o - Unlike fractions 
■Average trend 
Figure 15 shows that students' mistakes did reduce over problems, for all versions of 
AnimalWatch, whenever the student began making mistakes. The average mistakes after 
six problems are about 2/3 of the initial mistakes. The graph shows average mistakes at 
the nth problem for those students who made mistakes at the first or second problem in a 
topic. It plots the mistake change for all those students who had room for improvement 
(students who did not make mistakes could not improve much). These are averages over 
about 200 students in whole number topics and averages of about 100 students in the 
fraction topics. This reduction is not clearly attributable to one factor, but is probably due 
to a combination of the mechanisms of problem selection and of the help provided. This 
figure shows that students’ mistakes decreased by half after the fourth problem. 
There are several factors that indicate the results presented in Figure 15 are 
pessimistic (i.e. the mistake improvement is actually better than shown). First, many 
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students never get to the sixth problem, because they master the topic before that. This 
makes the total number of cases decrease towards the sixth problem (students “drop out” 
of the sample). The students who “stay” in the sample by the sixth problem are those who 
have trouble with the problems and make mistakes; the students who “leave” the sample 
are those who are doing well. In that sense, the lines under-represent the mistake change. 
If the analysis includes only those students who saw all six problems, the number of 
student cases decreases, restricting the analysis to a very specific group of students who 
take a long time to master topics. 
Another issue that may under-represent the mistake change measure is how much the 
difficulty of problems is restricted. Each topic’s problems are partitioned into two levels: 
difficult and easy. However, the system handles difficulties at a much more fine grained 
level. This means that the average difficulty of problems for “hard addition” may not 
have the exact same difficulty at the 1st and 4th instance. The average operand size (which 
is a measure of difficulty) was computed for the 1st, 2nd, ..., 6th problem to analyze how 
different these were, showing that the first two problems tend to have smaller operands. 
This is another issue that justifies the fact that a couple of topics have little error 
reduction, as the first problems given tend to be easier and thus encourage less mistakes. 
One last issue that may under-represent mistake change is that there are topics, specially 
hard ones, that tend to have a “floor” of mistake rate that is above zero, as the probability 
of the student “slipping” -making a mistake even though they know the topic- is high. 
This will also prevent the student from getting a low mistake level, close to zero. 
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In any case, mistakes reduced 50% on average by the fifth problem, and this is 
definitely a good result, as it is an indication of learning. This allows us to answer one of 
the research questions: Animal Watch was effective at causing mistake reduction, at least 
whenever the student reached a point where he/she made mistakes (whenever there was 
room for improvement). 
The following sections discuss the effectiveness for the different versions of 
AnimalWatch, and for different genders and cognitive development. 
5.2.2 Mistake change per topic 
The main goal of this kind of analysis is to detect overall trends in mistake change. 
In order to do this, the amount of mistakes made by different students is analyzed in the 
1st, 2nd, .., nth problem seen for a specific topic and difficulty. This measurement will 
study learning very closely. 
We can also observe how individual students behaved differently. Figure 16 shows 
the mistake behavior of four students, who reacted very differently to division problems 
of a single difficulty level. Individual differences are clear in this graph. Some students 
had plenty to learn and learned fast, others learned slower, others increased their mistakes 
instead of reducing them, and still others had nothing to leam, so they constantly made no 
mistakes until they did not see any more easy division problems. 
One approach in mistake change analysis is to average mistakes for the nth problem 
seen across students. Analyzing these average mistake change trends provides a generic 
measure of how students’ mistakes improved, on average. If different groups are 
considered, their decreasing curves may look different, and this is what is compared: how 
mistake change differs for various groups of students. 
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Figure 16. Mistakes made by four students in easy division problems 
It is essential to have enough data in order to judge whether differences are 
significant. When splitting students in gender x cognitive development level x 
AnimalWatch version, there are 16 groups to consider, which implies a need for 
significant amount of data. This wouldn’t be a problem if all 350 students visited 
problems on all topics. However, as seen in previous sections, only a small portion of 
students reached division problems and even less reached further topics. This section will 
analyze how mistakes were reduced for a couple of topics, namely subtraction, 
multiplication, division and fraction addition-subtraction. It is common to find a 
reasonable amount of high cognitive development students in a topic while not enough 
low cognitive development students (or vice versa), due to the adaptivity of the system 
that made low and high cognitive development students focus on different topics. 
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5.2.2.1 Division of Integers 
Division of integers is an interesting topic to consider because it has medium 
difficulty, and thus both high and low achieving students could have made mistakes on it 
(this is probably not the case for addition). We only considered students who had seen six 
division by one digit problems. This restriction resulted in 100 students with their 
mistake behavior at 6 “easy” division problems (hard division problems would involve 
divisors larger than 9). The results in Figure 17 show the average mistakes at the nth easy 
division problems across the 100 students. An overall mistake change trend can be 
observed in this figure. It can also be observed that students in the Concrete+Formal 
version had close to zero mistakes after the fourth problem. 
Figure 17. Mistake change in subsequent easy division problems 
When considering an average of mistakes made by each group in the six problems, 
we find that students in the Concrete+Formal version made the least mistakes while 
students in the Reduced help version made the most mistakes. More importantly, an 
average mistake change was computed per student by averaging the differences of 
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mistakes between each problem and the following one. Then, an average mistake change 
was computed for each group, which is also shown in Table 25. Mistake change was 
significantly worse for the reduced-help group while it was significantly better for the 
hint intense (concrete+formal) group. We may conclude that, overall, having more help 
was better than having less help. However, study effects have not been accounted for, and 
a more fair analysis would take the effects of the different studies into account. 
* t-test, significantly different to students in other groups, p< 0.05 
** t-test, significantly different to students in other groups, p< 0.001 
N Avg. mistakes Avg. Change 
Concrete 23 0.68 -0.13 
Formal 21 0.51 -0.37 
Concrete+Formal 36 0.32** -0.52** 
Reduced 20 0.81* 0.20** 
Total 100 0.54 -0.26 
Table 25. Average mistakes and mistake change for the different help types 
The effects of the different kinds of help for two cognitive development levels and 
the two genders were analyzed. Again, only students who made mistakes in the first or 
second division problem seen were considered. Unfortunately, as can be seen in Table 26, 
the number of cases does not allow for a statistical analysis of different cognitive 
developments and genders at the same time. There are very few students who start off by 
making mistakes at easy division problems. An ANOVA for average mistake change (for 
all 16 groups) yielded no significant differences for any group, due to a very poor fitting 
model and a reduced number of cases (R squared < 0.1). 
If we consider cognitive development only (ignoring the gender factor), we have a 
more reasonable cell size. An alternative measure called “first-best” shows how far 
students progressed in terms of mistakes in the first problem seen minus mistakes in the 
problem with least mistakes. In this case, the ANOVA model accounts for a reasonable 
amount of variance (R squared >0.18). 
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Version Cog. level gender N N (mist1>0 OR mist2>0) Perc. mistakes 
concrete Low boy 5 2 40 
formal Low boy 4 3 75 
Hint-Intense Low boy 15 9 60 
Reduced Low boy 6 3 50 
Concrete High boy 10 4 n 40 
Formal High boy 14 5 36 
Hint-Intense High boy 18 5 . 28 
Reduced High boy 9 5 56 
concrete Low 9irl 8 4 50 
formal Low girl 8 5 63 
Hint-Intense Low girl 9 1 11 
Reduced Low girl 5 1 20 
Concrete High girl 9 6 67 
Formal High girl 5 2 40 
Hint-Intense High girl 25 6 24 
Reduced High 
.9irl 7 5 71 
Table 26. Mistake sequences available for easy division problems 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable: (First - best) Improvement in easy division problems 
Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model 47.914 20 2.396 2.710 .000 
Intercept .987 1 .987 1.116 .293 
NUMPROBS 8.664 1 8.664 9.799 .002 
COGLEVEL 1.037 1 1.037 1.173 .281 
VERSION 5.731 3 1.910 2.161 .096 
STUDY 3.645 3 1.215 1.374 .253 
COGLEVEL * VERSION 15.566 3 5.189 5.869 .001 
COGLEVEL * STUDY 3.648 3 1.216 1.375 .253 
VERSION * STUDY 4.015 3 1.338 1.514 .214 
COGLEVEL * VERSION * STUDY 6.041 3 2.014 2.277 .082 
Error 120.245 136 .884 
Total 226.250 157 
Corrected Total 168.159 156 
R Squared = .285 (Adjusted R Squared = .18) 
Table 27. ANOVA for mistake change in easy division problems 
For high cognitive development students, the reduced-help version produces the 
highest improvement between the first and the best done problem, while it is not the best 
for low cognitive development students (reduced-help was the worst for low cognitive 
development level students). Low cognitive development students reduced mistakes at 
most by 1 in this version, while other versions would make them reduce only half of a 
mistake on average. This suggests high cognitive development students may not need the 
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high level of support provided by the non-reduced help treatments. Providing highly 
structured help to high cognitive development students was of little benefit for these 
students, holding them back. We should remember that the cell size is pretty small in this 
case, thus there will be plenty of variation. However, it is interesting to see that high 
cognitive development students did much better with little help. Meanwhile, the hint- 
intense version was the best for low cognitive development students, but by a very low 
margin. 
Marginal Means of First - Best 
Animalwatch version 
Figure 18. High and low cognitive development students in easy division problems 
The appendix shows the mistake sequences of low and high cognitive development 
students in the different versions. It can be seen that the reduced help version has the 
steepest mistake reduction for high development students. 
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It would be better to confirm these results with other topics such as multiplication 
and subtraction, where students probably got more problems. Table 28 and Table 29 
show the conclusions that can be drawn for the best and worst kinds of help for low and 
high cognitive development students. Stars indicate when there is one version that is 
significantly worse than the other versions. 
Low cog. Level ? 
High cog. Level C, F, F+C 
Table 28. Worst help-types for division 
Low cog. Level ? 
High cog. Level FT 
Table 29. Best help-types for division 
5.2.2.2 Multiplication of integers 
Mistake changes for easy multiplication problems were analyzed (multiplication of 
at most three digits by one digit). Table 30 shows the amount of students who saw these 
kinds of problems, for each of the 16 groups (gender x cognitive development x version 
of AnimalWatch). It also shows those who made mistakes in the first or second problem. 
Again, we have few people for some groups. However, low and high cognitive 
development are more balanced this time. The smallest group has three cases. The 
mistake reduction trends for different genders and cognitive developments can be seen in 
charts in the appendix. 
Similarly to the division case, the number of problems in the problem sequence is a 
good predictor of mistake change. There are significant study effects (as said in previous 
section students in a group in one Springfield study did worse overall than all other 
studies). After these effects are accounted for, a significant interaction effect can be seen 
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for cognitive development, gender and version of AnimalWatch, as can be seen in table 





Gender N N where 
(mist1>0 OR mist2>0) 
Percent 
mistakes 
concrete Low boy 15 5 33 
formal Low boy 10 3 30 
Hint-Intense Low b°y 25 8 32 
Reduced Low boy 16 8 50 
Concrete Low girl 24 13 54 
formal Low girl 19 7 37 
Hint-Intense Low girl 11 4 36 
Reduced Low girl 17 8 47 
concrete High boy 16 4 25 
formal 
—H»9h boy 20 7 35 
Hint-Intense High boy 16 6 38 
Reduced High boy 14 4 29 
concrete High girl 16 9 56 
formal High girl 12 6 50 
Hint-Intense High girl 29 8 28 
Reduced High girl 9 4 44 
Table 30.Students in easy multiplication problems (version x cog. level x gender) 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable: Average Mistake Change in Easy Multiplication Problems 
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model 44.647 38 1.175 3.015 .000 
Intercept 42.031 1 42.031 107.867 .000 
NUMPROBS 17.937 1 17.937 46.032 .000 
GENDER .112 1 .112 .288 .592 
VERSION .349 3 .116 .298 .827 
COGLEVEL .421 1 .421 1.079 .300 
STUDY .167 3 5.577E-02 .143 .934 
GENDER * VERSION 1.199 3 .400 1.025 .382 
GENDER * COGLEVEL 9.691 E-03 1 9.691 E-03 .025 .875 
VERSION * COGLEVEL .875 3 .292 .749 .524 
GENDER * VERSION * COGLEVEL 4.108 2 2.054 5.271 .006 
GENDER * STUDY 1.643 3 .548 1.405 .242 
VERSION * STUDY 3.562 3 1.187 3.047 .030 
GENDER * VERSION * STUDY 4.088 3 1.363 3.497 .016 
COGLEVEL * STUDY 1.033 3 .344 .884 .450 
GENDER * COGLEVEL * STUDY 2.430 2 1.215 3.118 .046 
VERSION * COGLEVEL * STUDY .941 3 .314 .805 .492 
GENDER * VERSION * COGLEVEL * STUDY .184 2 9.215E-02 .236 .790 
Error 89.621 230 .390 
Total 191.757 269 • 
Corrected Total 134.268 268 
R Squared = .333 (Adjusted R Squared = .222) 
Table 31. ANOVA for mistake change in easy multiplication problems 
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It is important to evaluate the relevance of these differences, as the significance of 
the F test in the ANOVA expresses there are differences among the means, but does not 
specify which means are different. The correct procedure would be to carry out contrasts 
on the model. 
Version of Animalwatch Version of Animalwatch 
Figure 19. Estimated marginal means for mistake change in easy multiplication 
Bonferroni contrasts (confidence intervals) were built to evaluate the following 
hypotheses, which evaluate the largest differences that can be observed in Figure 19. 
HI: Does the reduced-help version impact girls of high and low cognitive 
development differently? 
H2: Is the formal version mistake change different for boys of high and low 
cognitive development? 
H3: Are the versions that incorporate formal elements (formal, formal+concrete) 
worse than those which don’t have formal elements, for boys or for girls of low cognitive 
development? 
H4: Is the formal version the worst of all for boys of low cognitive development? 
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H5: Is the reduced-help version the worst for girls of low cognitive 
development? 
H6: Is the concrete version the worst for girls of high cognitive development? 
H7: Is reduced-help better for boys-low than for girls of low cognitive 
development? 
H8: Was the reduced-help version the worst for boys of high cognitive 
development? 
C C F F F+C F+C R R C C F F F+C F+C R R 
LM LF LM LF LM LF LM LF HM HF HM HF HM HF HM HF 
Means 
-.51 -.48 -.02 -.43 -.49 -.44 -.62 -.01 -.52 -.36 -.56 -.27 -.7 -.71 -.28 -.58 
N 15 24 10 19 25 11 16 17 16 16 20 12 16 29 14 9 
Table 32. Mean mistake change and group sizes for easy multiplication problems 
Critical Values: to.oi,dferror = to.oi, 230 = 2.35 
95% Confidence Intervals 









Table 33. Confidence intervals for multiplication mistake change differences 
Five out of the eight hypotheses were rejected. It is concluded that the formal version 
produced significantly less improvement for boys of low cognitive development. Also, 
the help-reduced version was significantly the worst for girls of low cognitive 
development. More interestingly, the reduced-help version was significantly better for 
boys of low cognitive development than for girls of the same cognitive development. 
Something that does not seem very intuitive is that the reduced-help version was 
significantly worse than all other versions for high cognitive development students, so 
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these students seemed to profit from the structured help provided, while the opposite 
result was found for division. 
Table 34 and Table 35 summarize the best and worst versions of AnimalWatch for 
each group. Whenever there is one significantly best/worst version for a group, it is 
indicated with a star. 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level C, F, F+C R, C 
High cog. Level R, F+C C, F, F+C 
Table 34. Best help types for multiplication 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level R* F* 
High cog. Level C, F R* 
Table 35. Worst help types for multiplication 
5.2.2.3 Subtraction of integers 
For the subtraction topic we look again at students who made mistakes in the first or 
second easy subtraction problem. People who did not see six problems are also included, 
as the number of problems seen can be accounted for as a covariate. This would increase 
the number of cases. Table 36 shows the resulting number of cases for each of the groups. 
It can be seen that high cognitive development students did not have that much trouble 
with the first easy subtraction problems, as they made less mistakes in the first and 
second subtraction problem. Table 37 shows an ANOVA model that accounts for 18 
percent of the variance. The study is included as a covariate, thought it was not very 
relevant in this case. The interaction effect between gender, help type and cognitive 
development is very marked. Figure 20 illustrates the interaction effect, by plotting the 
estimated marginal means of the model that account for covariates. 
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Version Cog. level gender N N where 
(mist1>0 OR mist2>0) 
Concrete Low boy 18 7 ^ 
Formal Low boy 14 8 
Hint-Intense Low boy 27 11 
Reduced Low boy 16 10 
Concrete Low girl 26 11 
Formal Low girl 24 12 
Hint-Intense Low girl 15 7 
Reduced Low girl 18 11 ~1 
Concrete High boy 18 6 
Formal High boy 21 6 
Hint-Intense High boy 22 7 
Reduced High boy 16 5 1 
Concrete High girl 17 4 
Formal High girl 15 5 
Hint-Intense High girl 34 8 
Reduced High girl 9 3 
Table 36. Students in easy subtraction problems (version x cog. level x gender) 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable: AVGCH5 
Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model 21.219 19 1.117 2.405 .003 
Intercept 2.016 1 2.016 4.342 .040 
GENDER 5.118E-03 1 5.118E-03 .011 .917 
VERSION 1.206 3 .402 .865 .462 
STUDY 1.683 3 .561 1.208 .311 
NUMPROBS 1.926 1 1.926 4.148 .044 
COGLEVEL .994 1 .994 2.141 .147 
GENDER* VERSION .511 3 .170 .367 .777 
GENDER * COGLEVEL 3.631 E-02 1 3.631 E-02 .078 .780 
VERSION * COGLEVEL 2.433 3 .811 1.746 .162 
GENDER * VERSION * COGLEVEL 9.031 3 3.010 6.482 .000 
Error 46.902 101 .464 
Total 68.207 121 
Corrected Total 68.121 120 
R Squared = .311 (Adjusted R Squared = .182) - 
Table 37. ANOVA for mistake change in easy subtraction problems 
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Figure 20. Estimated marginal means for mistake change in easy subtraction 
The following hypotheses were evaluated, after observing the largest differences in 
the means in Figure 20. 
HI: Does the reduced-help version impact girls of high and low cognitive 
development differently? 
H2: Is the formal version mistake change different for boys of high and low 
cognitive development? 
H3: Is the concrete version mistake change different for boys of high and low 
cognitive development? 
H4: Is the formal version mistake change different for boys of low cognitive 
development than for girls of the same cognitive development level? 
H5: Is the formal version the worst for boys of low cognitive development? 
H6: Is the reduced-help version the worst for girls of low cognitive 
development? 



































-0.52 0.59 0.9 -0.08 -0.07 -0.11 -0.14 0.64 0.28 0 -0.25 0.21 -0.41 -0.1 0.12 -0.87 
N 7 11 8 12 11 7 10 11 6 4 6 5.00 7 8 5 3 
Table 38. Mean mistake change and group sizes for easy subtraction problems 
As we are going to perform about seven contrasts for the time being, we could set 
alpha to be 0.05/7 which is approximately alpha = 0.01 
Critical Values: to.oi,dferror= to.oi, 101 = 2.62 






5 (-1.8, -0.4) 
6 (0.01,0.12) 
7 (-0.2,2.02) 
There is not a significant difference that shows that girls of high cognitive 
development do best with the reduced-help version. However, the reduced-help version 
produces significantly worse mistake change rates for girls of low rather than of high 
cognitive development. There is a significantly worse AnimalWatch for girls of low 
cognitive development: the help-reduced version. At the same time, for boys of low 
cognitive development, the worst version is the formal one while there is no clear best 
one. For boys of high cognitive development, the worst is not the formal. It is not clear 
that there is a worst version in this last case. 
In general, the results seem to be very similar to the multiplication case. For the 
subtraction topic, the differences are more significant across groups of students with 
different characteristics, than across versions for students with similar characteristics. 
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Table 39 and Table 40 illustrate the best and worst versions for each group. Again, when 
there is one significantly best/worst version, it is indicated with a star. 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level R* F* 
High cog. Level C, F, F+C C 
Table 39. Worst help-types for subtraction 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level C, F, F+C C, R, F+C 
High cog. Level R F, F+C 
Table 40. Best help-types for subtraction 
5.2.2.4 Addition-subtraction of like fractions 
Unfortunately, there are very few cases for addition and subtraction of like fractions. 
There is only 1-2 data points per cell for students who made mistakes in the first or 
second fraction problem, so this does not give us enough data to make any inferences 
about students’ behavior in the fraction topics. The discussion section will provide a 
summary of gender and cognitive differences, and their implications. 
5.2.3 Emotional impact of Animal Watch 
This section analyzes the differences in self-confidence, math value and math liking, 
from pre to post test. Both the pre and post test questions had a score from 1 to 5, being 1 
the worst possible score and 5 the best possible score. A score of 3 would be a medium 
score that is equivalent to saying “average”, or “OK” or “sort of important”. Students, on 
average, started off with scores higher than 3 on the pre-test. Given these high scores, an 
increase was a challenge, specially when the original scores were extremely high, 
generating ceiling effects. 
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5.2.3.1 Self-confidence 
Paired samples t-test was computed for the 254 kids that took the test. As can be seen 
in Table 41, the increase was significant. We attribute this increase in self-confidence to 
Animal Watch. 
Paired Samples 1 f-test 







SCONFPRE & SCONFPOS 254 1 5 3.48 3.63 .000 
Table 41. Pre to post-test improvement in self-confidence 
We still need to evaluate whether the increase in self-confidence is attributable to 
one specific kind of help, and whether students’ self-confidence was affected differently 
by alternative kinds of help. Table 42 shows the mean pre-test scores, post-test scores and 
increases for each of the sixteen groups. 
VERSION COGLEVEL GENDER N 
sconfpre sconfpos sconfinc 




























































































Table 42. Changes in self-confidence for each of the groups 
It can be seen that there are very few students in the Hint Intense version. The reason 
is that the attitudes test was not given to the Deerfield-99 students. Thus, we shouldn t 
compare the hint intense version in any quantitative analysis of self-confidence change. 
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All the other cells have reasonable sizes. A fair comparison of self-confidence increases 
should account for how they started off, and also account for any study effects. 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable: Se f confidence change from pre to post-test 
Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model 11.215 14 .801 2.708 .001 
Intercept 9.494 1 9.494 32.099 .000 
GENDER 6.908E-03 1 6.908E-03 .023 .879 
VERSION 9.745E-03 2 4.872E-03 .016 .984 
COGLEVEL .282 1 .282 .953 .331 
STUDY .125 2 6.247E-02 .211 .810 
SCONFPRE 8.269 1 8.269 27.957 .000 
GENDER * VERSION 5.615E-02 2 2.807E-02 .095 .910 
GENDER * COGLEVEL .647 1 .647 2.188 .141 
VERSION * COGLEVEL 1.267 2 .633 2.141 .121 
GENDER * VERSION * COGLEVEL .207 2 .103 .350 .705 
Error 46.732 158 .296 
Total 61.139 173 
Corrected Total 57.947 172 
R Squared = .194 (Adjusted R Squared = .122) 
Table 43. ANOVA for self-confidence increase 
An ANOVA for self-confidence increase was computed, with self-confidence pre¬ 
test score as a covariate. This model accounts only for 12% of the variance. However, a 
very similar model that predicts the post-test with the pre-test as a covariate gives a high 
predictive value, and the same interaction effects. The author chose to display the former 
one, as it is more informative to show students’ improvement. 
As it can be seen in Table 43, at a first glance, no interaction effects seem to be 
significant that include the version of Animal Watch. On the other hand, the interaction 
effect for version and cognitive development has a significance value of 0.12, which 
means there is an 88% chance these differences are significant across version and 
cognitive development. This interaction is explored further by plotting the estimated 
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Figure 21. Self-confidence change for students of different cognitive developments 
It can be seen that the major difference is for students in the formal version of 
AnimalWatch. Students of low cognitive development improved their self-confidence 
less than those of high cognitive development. Actually, students of low cognitive 
development did not improve at all with the formal version. 
This non-significance suggests that the effect is not large. The hint-intense version 
had plenty of formal elements too, and actually selected formal hints 70% of the time. 
We could consider that the hint-intense version is more formal than concrete. Looking at 
the means for the hint intense changes in self-confidence, we realize that low cognitive 
development students decreased self-confidence, while high cognitive development 
students increased their self-confidence. Actually when grouping the versions that 
provided formal help (formal+concrete, formal) and the ones that did not provide formal 
help (concrete, reduced), the difference in the ANOVA model becomes significant 
(p<0.016). The conclusion is that this difference for the presence or absence of formal 
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help is relevant to students’ cognitive development level. While high cognitive 
development students’ self-appreciation of their math ability is most benefited with 
formal-numeric procedural help, it benefits low cognitive development students the least, 
producing no improvements at all for the latter students. 
The formal version should thus probably be avoided when taking into account low 
cognitive development students’ self-confidence, while it should be promoted for 
students of high cognitive development. 
Low cog. Level F 
High cog. Level ? 
Table 44. Worst help-types for self-confidence 
Low cog. Level ? 
High cog. Level F 
Table 45. Best help-types for self-confidence 
5.2.3.2 Math liking 
Paired samples t-test was computed for the 247 kids that answered the entire math 
liking pre and posttest questions. As can be seen in Table 47, the increase was small, but 
significant. We attribute this increase in mathematics liking to the use of AnimalWatch. 
Again, there are very few students in the Hint Intense version, because the attitudes 
test was not given to the Deerfield-99 students. All the other cells have reasonable sizes. 
It is hard to decide if there was a best or worst version of AnimalWatch for math liking, 
as a fair comparison should account for how they started off to begin with, if there are 
any study effects, and what students’ cognitive development is. 







MLIKPRE & MLIKPOS 247 1 5 3.7 3.77 .049 
Table 46. Pre to post-test improvement in math liking 
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Concrete Low boy 3.14 3.79 17 .51 
girl 3.31 3.35 24 .03 
High boy 3.75 3.92 16 .29 
girl 3.53 3.57 15 .04 
Formal Low boy 3.51 3.67 13 .04 
girl 2.98 2.94 21 -.04 
High boy 3.42 3.61 19 .24 
girl 3.72 3.49 12 
-.10 
Reduced Low boy 3.85 3.71 13 .00 
girl 3.00 3.53 13 .24 
High boy 3.47 3.73 12 .08 
girl 3.78 3.50 6 -.17 
H. Intense Low boy 4.11 4.24 6 .22 
girl 4.11 5.00 3 .33 
High boy 4.30 4.11 9 -.19 
girl 4.25 4.20 17 -.04 
Table 47. Changes in math liking for each of the groups 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable: Math liking changes from pre to post-test 
Source Type III Sum of Sguares df Mean Sguare F Sig. 
Corrected Model 9.115 14 .651 2.129 .013 
Intercept 5.077 1 5.077 16.602 .000 
GENDER 1.814 1 1.814 5.931 .016 
VERSION 1.387 2 .693 2.267 .107 
COGLEVEL 8.230E-02 1 8.230E-02 .269 .605 
STUDY .824 2 .412 1.347 .263 
GENDER* VERSION .687 2 .343 1.123 .328 
GENDER * COGLEVEL 9.666E-03 1 9.666E-03 .032 .859 
VERSION * COGLEVEL .337 2 .168 .551 .578 
GENDER * VERSION * COGLEVEL .451 2 .225 .737 .480 
MLIKPRE 3.791 1 3.791 12.398 .001 
Error 44.034 144 .306 
Total 54.861 159 
Corrected Total 53.149 158 
R Sguared = .1 71 (Adjusted R Sguared = .091) 
Table 48. ANOVA for math liking change 
As shown in Table 48, there is a significant difference in math liking for the two 
genders, which shows that boys increased their math liking slightly more than girls 
overall. However, this cannot be attributed to any specific help-type in Animal Watch, as 
no interaction effects are significant that involve the version of AnimalWatch. We thus 
attribute the increase to other features of AnimalWatch, such as the integration of 
mathematics to the “animals” theme that students already liked, and maybe to the 
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problem selection mechanism that gave them problems that were never too hard, or to the 
fact that they eventually got the correct answer in the end. 
5.23.3 Math value 
Paired samples t-test was computed for the 259 kids that answered the mathematics 
value questions. As can be seen in Table 49, students scored very high in the pre-test 
(maximum score is five). 







concrete Low boy 3.84 4.12 17 
-.03 
girl 4.20 4.04 22 -.10 
High boy 4.51 4.24 16 -.14 
girl 4.09 4.09 15 -.10 
formal Low boy 4.15 3.85 13 -.33 
girl 4.25 4.23 23 -.11 
High boy 4.16 4.15 19 -.01 
girl 4.44 4.14 13 -.36 
Reduced Low boy 4.18 4.29 13 .13 
girl 4.22 4.05 15 -.42 
High boy 4.28 4.34 13 -.04 
girl 4.38 3.90 7 
-.50 
H. Intense Low boy 3.94 4.33 6 .13 
girl 4.56 4.00 3 .00 
High boy 4.85 4.63 9 -.22 
girl 4.51 4.57 17 .04 
Table 49. Changes in math value for each of the groups 
Then, there was a decrease, and it was significant. Despite of the fact that there was a 
ceiling effect, the decrease is noticeable. Despite of the fact that we were not expecting 
increases (increases were almost impossible), the ideal outcome would be no change at 
all. The question that arises immediately is whether there is one version of AnimalWatch 
to blame for this decrease, and whether there is one specific group that was the one 
affected by some specific version of AnimalWatch. 
Paired Samples T-test 







MVALPRE & MVALPOS 259 1 5 4.34 4.27 .047 
Table 50. Pre to post-test improvement in math value 
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An ANOVA for math value increase shows that the interaction between gender and 
version of AnimalWatch provides very close to significant differences (p<0.062), which 
means there is a 94% chance that there are important differences in math value for the 
two genders in some of the AnimalWatch versions. 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable: Mathematics Value change from pre to post-test 
Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Siq. 
Corrected Model 6.514 14 .465 1.907 .030 
Intercept .493 1 .493 2.023 .157 
GENDER 1.299 1 1.299 5.326 .022 
VERSION .341 2 .171 .700 .498 
COGLEVEL 3.157E-02 1 3.157E-02 .129 .720 
STUDY 1.181 2 .590 2.420 .092 
GENDER * VERSION 1.645 2 .823 3.372 .037 
GENDER * COGLEVEL .132 1 .132 .540 .464 
VERSION * COGLEVEL 8.521 E-02 2 4.260E-02 .175 .840 
GENDER * VERSION * COGLEVEL .974 2 .487 1.995 .140 
MVALPRE .863 1 .863 3.539 .062 
Error 36.836 151 .244 
Total 46.583 166 
Corrected Total 43.350 165 
R Squared = .150 (Adjusted R Squared = .071) 
Table 51. ANOVA for math value change 
Plotting the means (after setting all other covariate effects at their average level) 
shows how the differences are due to the reduced help version: while it generates an 
increase for boys, it generates a decrease for girls. This can be seen in the plot in Figure 
22, and in the bar chart in Figure 23. While girls’ math value tended to be harmed most 
















Mathematics Value Change 
Animalwatch version 
Figure 22. Estimated marginal means for changes in math value 
Average Change in Mathematics Value 
0.1 
□ Boys ■ Girls 
Figure 23. Average change in math value for the genders and different help types 
Table 52 and Table 53 show the differences in terms of what versions to avoid and 
promote for a positive increase of math value. 
Girls Boys 
R* F+C, F, C 
Table 52.Worst help-types for math value 
Girls Boys 
F+C R 
Table 53. Best help-types for math value 
5.2.4 Efficiency of Animal Watch 
AnimalWatch adapted instruction to each student mainly by varying the difficulty of 
the problems provided. This implied both selecting harder or easier topics for the 
problems, and also the operands involved in the problems. We claim that being within the 
ZPD implies that the system should present problems to the student where some mistakes 
will be made [Murray and Arroyo, 2002]. The ideal number of mistakes students are 
expected to make depends on parameters that should be specified in the system, but a 
reasonable goal for AnimalWatch would be one or two mistakes per problem. 
If the average number of mistakes that a student made on the nth problem seen is 
plotted, the result should be a set of points scattered around a mean of the ideal number of 
mistakes. The results can be seen in Figure 24. This figure shows that students 
consistently make about 0.75 mistakes all along the 90 problems (average problems seen 
per student). During the first 15 problems, however, the system underestimates how 
much the student knows until it catches up with the student's knowledge, so that the 
average mistakes increase from 0.5 to 0.75. Even though this behavior could be improved 
with a better student model initialization, there will always be a period where the system 
catches up with the student's knowledge. The 0.75 +- 0.2 average seems a reasonable 
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behavior for the system (a non-adaptive system would present random points all over the 
graph). Still, there is the question of how low the number of mistakes should be. The 
average mistake rate could be higher. How high it should be is a matter open to 
discussion, and what is optimal may vary from system to system, and domain to domain. 
Avg mistakes for 350 students 
Figure 24. Average mistakes in the nth problem seen 
However, the fact that AnimalWatch gave 80% problems where students entered a 
correct answer, while students hardly got to fraction problem, may be considered as 
underperformance of the ITS. If students made mistakes only in 20% of the given 
problems, we may conclude that AnimalWatch provided too easy problems. 
Multiple questions arise from this situation, such as: What are the factors responsible 
for AnimalWatch giving too easy problems? What are the factors that affect the 
efficiency of AnimalWatch, and in general of any tutoring system? What makes any 
adaptive tutoring system become too easy or too hard for a student, thus promoting either 
boredom or confusion? This section proposes different possibilities, some dealing with 
pedagogical decisions and others dealing with how the student is modeled. Instruments 
are proposed for measuring these distortions. These tools are applied to AnimalWatch, 
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but can be applied to any other ITS. In addition to helping us detect the reason for 
Animal Watch s underperformance, these measurement tools can be utilized to measure 
the efficiency of any tutoring system. 
This section argues that several factors may influence the distortion of a proper ITS 
behavior, at least with respect to problem selection. Some factors have to do with the 
design of the pedagogical or student model, the design and amount of content available, 
and finally student behavior. 
5.2.4.1 Pedagogical model efficiency 
The pedagogical model is the component that makes the decisions about what 
problem and help to select, based on the student model’s estimations about students’ 
knowledge. Leaving help selection aside, problem selection should fall within a zone 
where problems are not too easy and not too hard for the student (ZPD), as explained in 
section 4.1.5. Despite the fact that a system may “plan” to have this kind of behavior, 
there are other factors that may alter this ideal behavior. This section analyzes each of 
those factors. 
Problem selection in the ZPD 
The tools described in the methodology section (section 4.1.5) were used to observe 
the behavior of the pedagogical component and decide whether the content given to the 
student was within the ZPD of the student, or how far from ideal these choices were. The 
hypothesis is that if the pedagogical model were being too lenient, this would show in a 
graph that displays the relationship between the student model beliefs and the difficulty 
of the selected problem for the student. A graph showing this relationship would plot the 
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average difficulty of given problems (Y axis) when the student model believed the 
mastery level of a topic for a student was at level x (on the X axis). 
Problem selection for addition of integers 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
Student model proficiency at the addition topic 
N = 2902 956 290 233 321 370 117 248 429 567 1387 
Figure 25. Problem selection decisions for Addition of Integers 
Because the proficiency level was being recorded at each student interaction, it was 
possible to make one graph for each topic. Results for the four topics that were seen the 
most were plotted. These are addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of 
integers. Figure 26 shows the results obtained for the “addition of integers” topic (The 
values on the Y axis range from the easiest problem difficulty available to the hardest 
possible difficulty recorded for a problem, for that specific topic). Murray and Arroyo 
(2002) stated that a “specific” ZPD or S-ZPD could be defined from the interaction of the 
student and the system. The dotted line represents this S-ZPD. Given some belief about 
what it means to know a topic, which can be proved by correctly solving problems of 
some maximum difficulty, the S-ZPD is defined as a proportional line (and a zone around 
it) that represents how problems should be selected for the student to be motivated a right 
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level of challenge. A trend for the difficulty of the problem to increase as the proficiency 
level increases can be observed. The direct relationship between proficiency and problem 
difficulty is an indication that the system was working well in general (adjusting to the 
student s problem difficulty needs), as random decisions about problem difficulty would 
show a flat constant line. 
However, despite of the fact that the relationship is directly proportional for 
proficiency less than 0.5, then the line flattens, getting below the “ideal” level of 
difficulty. This means that the system was still giving easy problems when it believed the 
student had a good proficiency level. The system behaved similarly for the subtraction 
and multiplication topics, as can be seen in the appendix. Despite the fact that the 
difficulty of problems for the last two proficiency levels is high, there are some cases 
where the “ideal level” is out of the standard deviation of the actual pedagogical model’s 
behavior. The problem selection mechanism for the division case is different, as shown in 
Figure 26. Problem selection behaves worse for division of integers, providing problems 
far below the ideal level for all proficiency levels. 
This behavior is strange for two reasons. First, the algorithm in the system was 
selecting problems that had a difficulty directly proportional to the student’s recorded 
proficiency level for the topic. Second, the pedagogical model was the same for all 
topics, so there should be no major differences across topics. The author blames this 
effect to the availability of problems of a specific difficulty for that topic, and the 
pedagogical model’s reaction to that situation. Sometimes, the system did not find a 
problem of the difficulty level it was looking for, as the database of word problems is 
limited, and students became upset by receiving the same problem twice, so the system 
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was not allowed to show the same problem twice. Thus, AnimalWatch relaxed its 
constraints until it found a problem, that was easier or harder to the one aimed for. In the 
end, the system turns out to be very sensitive to the content available. It seems there were 
not enough hard problems for the division topic. What content is available and which 
decisions to make when the ideal content is not present seems to be extremely relevant to 
the efficiency of the pedagogical model. 
This addresses another issue that will be expanded in the discussion section: actions 
taken in situations where the ideal action cannot be taken will affect the system to a large 
extent. It seems that the problem of generating too easy problems is -at least in part- due 
to the pedagogical model’s decisions. Actions taken when the ideal content is not 
available seems to be very relevant in the behavior of Intelligent Tutors. 
Average difficulty of provided division problems 
Student model proficiency at the division topic 
N = 570 350 68 43 96 130 28 46 93 150 341 
Figure 26. Problem selection decisions for Division of Integers 
Something interesting to observe is that there are so many cases for the lowest 
proficiency levels recorded. This means that the system frequently gave easy problems, 
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mainly because the system believed that the student had low knowledge. The system 
frequently believed the student had low knowledge, and responded accordingly. One 
possible reason is that the student model initially thought the student knew too little, so 
the student had to prove his way out of that state. This suggests there may be two 
problems: either a student model initialization problem, or a general underestimation of 
the student's knowledge, as discussed in the following sections. 
Also, note that there are many cases for the highest recorded proficiencies. This 
means that the system gave problems when the student was believed to know the topic, 
also known as review problems. Past research addressed that it is important to “go back” 
to topics that were already mastered, because students might forget what they had learned 
[Anderson, 1985]. Still, showing many of these revision problems would alter the ideal 
behavior of the system, moving students’ out of their Zone of Proximal Development. 
This is discussed in the next section. 
Review problems 
One reason for problems being too easy is that there may have been many "review" 
problems given. In Animal Watch, this means that even though the system knows that the 
student has mastered the topic, it keeps giving problems for the topic. When seeing 
AnimalWatch’s description, we can see that a topic has a 5% probability of being picked 
for revision (even if it is considered mastered). 
One way to see how AnimalWatch actually behaved in terms of revision problems is 
to plot how many problems were given when a topic was considered to be mastered 
compared to the number of problems that were given when the topic was not considered 
mastered. Figure 27 shows the percentage of revision problems for those students who 
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mastered seven topics (out of all nine topics). Students received a reasonably low 
proportion of revision problems in this case. Figure 28 plots the revision problems seen 
for people who mastered all nine topics. A different situation can be observed in this 
case. The revision rate is extremely high for all topics, about 2/3 for the easiest topics, 
and 100% for the hardest ones. This is partly because when students mastered all topics, 
the system did not quit, but instead gave review problems. 
Review problem rate for 7-mastered-topics people 
Review problem rate for 9-mastered-topics people 
Figure 28. Review problems for students who mastered all nine topics 
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Students who did not master all topics got a low number of review problems. Still, 
the first topics (e.g., addition and subtraction) had a higher chance of being reviewed, as 
they had been mastered for a longer time. Meanwhile, people who mastered all topics 
saw about 2/3 review problems for the first topics, and about 100% for the last ones. This 
is mainly because when students mastered all topics, review problems were selected. We 
conclude that the problem reviewing mechanism worked appropriately, though it could 
be improved by fading the review rate for the first topics seen as the student begins to 
master more topics. 
However, after analyzing the algorithm of problem selection carefully, it seems clear 
that the proportion of review problems gets higher as more topics get mastered. Each 
mastered topic had a 5% chance of being picked to be included in a list of possible topics 
(together with the “ready” topics). After this list was built, one topic was picked at 
random from the list. What would then be the probability of getting a review problem if 
seven topics had been mastered? If there were one ready topic and seven possible review 
topics, then there would be 1.35 items on average in the list (1 ready topic, and 
7*0.05=0.35). Thus, by the seventh mastered topic (by the time a student should start 
getting addition of fractions problems), there is a 74% chance of getting a non-review 
topic, and a 26% chance of getting a review problem. This means that one out of four 
problems will be something that is not an actual fraction problem. The percentage 
definitely seems quite high for problems that the system knows the student knows how to 
solve. This fact is aggravated when we consider that providing a problem on an already 
mastered topic increases the chances of “un-mastering” it, that is, making a careless 
mistake that will cause the system to reduce its estimation of the student’s knowledge. 
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5.2A.2 Student model efficiency 
Another possible reason why AnimalWatch gave too easy problems is that the 
student model may have not been accurate at estimating students’ knowledge. Possible 
inaccuracies due to initialization, update mechanisms and student unexpected behaviors 
are discussed in this section. 
Initialization 
Initialization can be observed from data on how many problems it takes to achieve 
the average amount of mistakes. There is a period where the system is trying to catch up 
with the student’s actual level of knowledge. Figure 29 shows that the average number of 
mistakes for addition problems is not constant (it tends to go up steeply for the first 10 
problems). More interestingly, there is a spike in problem difficulty for the first five 
problems. This means that when a topic is begun, the student makes very few mistakes on 
average (and thus sees few hints). Up to the 5th problem, the system seems to be trying to 
catch up with student’s knowledge because it is initially underestimating what the student 
knows. This is understandable when we know that AnimalWatch was initializing all its 
probabilities of mastery to 0.1, implying that the system believed the student knew 
nothing about these topics. 
The overall horizontal level of mistakes is less than one mistake within a topic. The 
overall level for addition, subtraction and multiplication is around 0.7 (Figure 30 and 
Figure 31), while it is even lower for division (see Figure 32). The overall mistake level 
within one topic is not very flat. There are two different levels within one topic: one at 
the beginning (about 5-10 first problems), and then, an overall level, accompanied 
sometimes by a tail after the 25th problem. 
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Figure 29. Average mistakes and difficulty for the nth addition problem seen 
Figure 30. Average mistakes and difficulty for the nth subtraction problem seen 
An initialization phase would be a phase where the student model is catching up with 
the student and thus having a temporary suboptimal behavior. In the figures in this 
section, there is an initialization phase for addition and subtraction, as the beliefs of the 
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system are too low before the 5 problem. In addition, the pedagogical model reacts to 
that by steeply increasing the difficulty of problems at the beginning of each topic. Then 
an overall equilibrium is achieved. 
The case of division is very special, as the overall mistake level is lower than other 
topics (due to the underperformance of the pedagogical model); the mistake rate is lower 
than for other topics. In addition, a steep increase in problem difficulty for the first 
problems can be observed. Note also that the difficulty level is not increased even though 
students’ mistakes reduce. This confirms the results in previous sections about the 
efficiency of the pedagogical model in the division case (remember that problems were 
chosen to be very easy for this topic, probably due to lack of sufficiently hard division 
problems). 
Figure 31. Average mistakes and difficulty for the nth multiplication problem seen 
It is not clear how many problems the system should require to adjust to the 
student’s actual knowledge level. Thus, it is hard to say how far from ideal this 
initialization phase was. However, the fact that students received so many easy problems 
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suggests that this initialization with 0.1 proficiency level was making students getting too 
many easy problems. A more fair initialization given no knowledge would be 0.5 
-because we know nothing about this student yet, the probability of the student knowing 
a topic is the same as the probability of getting heads when flipping a coin. An even more 
fair possibility for initialization would be the overall level of the class assessment. For 
example, the teacher could have an initialization tool that allows him/her to say that the 
students know addition and subtraction well, multiplication moderately well, and further 
topics not well at all. This could set the initial probabilities with more informed values. 
As we can see, these initial values have an impact on the system’s behavior, moving 
students into or outside of their zone of proximal development. In the case of 
Animal Watch, a high amount of students seem to have been outside of their ZPD for the 
first 5 problems in a topic. 
Figure 32. Average mistakes and difficulty for the nth division problem seen 
General student model underestimation 
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One other possibility for the system giving so many easy problems is that the student 
model overall underestimated students’ ability. One way to analyze if the system is 
underestimating what the students know is to analyze how the mastery level for a topic 
changes as the number of errors changes, for a specific topic and difficulty level. How is 
the mastery level linked to the amount of errors made in a problem? The following 
analysis is for one topic and difficulty level: division of integers by one digit. 
Figure 33. Mistakes and proficiency level for easy division problems 
The upper threshold for the mastery level is not very high, around 0.5 probability of 
mastering division, and that is reasonable as the difficulty of the problems is low (doing 
well at easy division problems is not enough to master division). When high difficulty 
problems are observed, the mastery level does reach its top value, as can be seen in 
Figure 34, which show the evolution of student model mastery probability for hard 
subtraction problems (the proficiency starts off high, as hard problems are not shown 
until easy problems are mastered). 
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The conclusion is that the student model seems to be “well behaved”, as it is 
sensitive to student mistake behavior. This is the general behavior for all topics. We 
conclude that the student model was fairly sensitive to students’ mistakes. Still, we 
believe that the update rules are partly to blame for easy problems, as it was not order 
sensitive: if a student got 4 problems wrong and then 4 right in a row, the student would 
be back at the starting point, and this is probably too pessimistic. In general, it seems that 
the problem of giving too easy problems does not have much to do with the student 
model’s sensitivity to student number of mistakes made, as the student model reacts 
nicely to students’ mistakes. 
Mistakes in hard subtraction problems 
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Figure 34. Mistakes and proficiency level for hard subtraction problems 
Student Sloppy behavior 
One other hypothesis for too many easy problems being provided is that the student 
is not behaving “sincerely”, and that the student model is (obviously) failing to recognize 
this situation. It was found in other tutoring systems that students purposefully seeked for 
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bottom-out hints (i.e. hints that give the correct answer) [Aleven and Koedinger, 2001]. 
Students may enter wrong answers on purpose (or simply hit the return button) to get 
specific hints, not necessarily because they do not know the topic, but because they are 
being sloppy (loss of interest, boredom, etc.). This will make the student model 
underestimate a student’s ability, as the system is very sensitive to student’s mistakes. 
We verified this by examining the time it takes for a student to enter a wrong answer, as 
well as the time between mistakes, i.e. the time from the moment the student entered a 
wrong answer until they entered another answer. Within this time, a hint is shown that the 
student is supposed to read and interact with, think out a new response, enter it and hit the 
“return” key. Figure 11 in section 5.1.4.2 shows the distribution of time spent within hints 
(in between responses, when a hint is shown). 
Observe that some students hit return instantly (3 seconds or less). In addition, this 
behavior seems to differ depending on cognitive development and gender. This “sloppy” 
behavior should be provoking an underestimation of ability in the student model. This 
was probably the case for many students who were observed to “get stuck” at addition 
and subtraction. One possible solution is to adjust the student model’s slip parameter 
(probability of incorrect answer when the student actually knows the topic) depending on 
response time, by dynamically setting the slip probability based on how long the student 
took to respond. Thus, the intervals of less than 3 seconds between incorrect responses 
would not qualify as serious instance of the student not knowing how to solve such a 
problem. 
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5.2.4.3 Content Design 
Difficulties in a topic 
One last possibility for under-performance of the ITS is that given that the system makes 
the right choices, still those choices are not what the system believes they are, because of 
design issues. This is specially related to how well difficulty levels are assigned to the 
topics taken into consideration. The idea is that, overall, problems of higher difficulty 
should produce more mistakes on average, regardless of what level the student is at. If we 
assume that students were at the same knowledge state when they got any problem, then 
the average mistakes made should have a direct relationship to the difficulty level. Still, 
this behavior is weakened by the fact that the system provided harder problems when the 
student knew how to solve the easier difficulty problems. Still, in general, this direct 
relationship should be seen for all topics. The curves for some topics are shown in Figure 
35. The curves for other topics are similar, some times flatter, and some times steeper. It 
is hard to estimate whether the difficulties are properly designed, as the “teaching” 
component could interact so much with the outcome in the number of mistakes made. To 
properly estimate these difficulties one might evaluate the difficulty levels without 
feedback, via pre-tests or in general without the help component. 
A very flat line would indicate an overestimation of problem difficulty. This will 
happen when the system believes it is selecting a hard problem, when actually it is 
selecting an easy problem, or at least a problem of similar difficulty as the previous ones 
(that the system believed were easier). Thus, some subsequent difficulty levels may be 
packed together into a single one. 
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Meanwhile, a very steep line would indicate an underestimation of problem 
difficulty level. This will happen when the differences between the mistakes made in an 
easy problem and a hard one are extremely large, indicating the absence of a difficulty 
level in between. 
Figure 35. Relationship between content difficulty and mistakes made 
Content availability 
The problem of a less efficient ITS may well be one of content availability, and how 
the system responds to not finding the content that it knows the student needs. This may 
well be the case with division, as there is no reason for the pedagogical model to behave 
so differently with one specific topic. A conservative approach would make the system 
choose easier problems than the ideal ones it seeks. A less conservative approach would 
not only select easier than ideal problems, but also harder than ideal. If both easier and 
harder than ideal problems are allowed to be chosen when the ideal difficulty level 
problem is not found, but only easy problems are available, then the system will degrade 
its behavior, making its choice towards easy problems. 
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CHAPTER 6 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Animal Watch’s overall effectiveness 
We can divide the analysis of effectiveness into effectiveness at improving students’ 
attitudes towards mathematics, and effectiveness at teaching mathematics. 
Animal Watch improved students attitudes towards math, whenever these attitudes 
allowed for improvement, e.g., were not already extremely high. Self confidence and 
mathematics liking improved significantly after using the tutor, which provides evidence 
that students had a positive experience when interacting with it. The improvement in 
math liking cannot be attributed to the help, as variations in the type and amount of help 
did not provide significant differences. The increase in math liking can be attributed to 
features of Animal Watch that are unrelated to the help, such as the integration of 
mathematics with the “endangered animals” theme that students already liked, and maybe 
to the problem selection mechanism that gave them problems that were never too hard, or 
to the fact that students eventually got the correct answer in the end. There is evidence 
that the increase in self-confidence is affected by the help component and students’ 
cognitive development. While students of low cognitive development are best influenced 
by versions of Animal Watch that do not incorporate formal help, students of high 
cognitive development are most positively influenced by versions of AnimalWatch that 
do incorporate formal help. The value attributed to mathematics was extremely high at 
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the beginning. A possible reason for this is the emphasis on the importance of learning 
mathematics from teachers and parents. There was a decrease in mathematics value. 
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Looking into the each of the different cases, this impact was most strong among girls in 
the reduced-help version of AnimalWatch. This group reduced their math value 
significantly, while other groups did not. In general, we can conclude that any version of 
AnimalWatch that has interactive help adjusted to the cognitive level of the student 
(concrete for low cognitive development, formal or concrete+formal for high cognitive 
development students) will generate an improvement in math attitudes -whenever these 
values do not begin at extremely high levels. The results suggest that the reduced-help 
version should not be given to girls, as it may undermine mathematics value, and low 
cognitive development students should not be given formal help. 
Evidence shows that students learned with AnimalWatch, whenever they reached a 
point where they made mistakes. The number of their mistakes decreased about a third by 
the third similar problem within a topic, and by about a half by the fifth similar problem 
within a topic, suggesting students were learning within each topic. This can be attributed 
partly to the help, and partly to the problem selection mechanism. Springfield students 
did not learn enough about fractions to improve significantly from the pre to the post-test, 
mainly because they rarely got to fractions topics. However, those students who did reach 
fractions and made mistakes in the first fraction problems they got, reduced their 
mistakes as can be seen in section 5.2.1.3, specially in the fraction recognition topics 
(fraction readiness). 
6.2 Coenitive Development differences 
Variations in help affected student behavior when considered in relation to cognitive 
development. Clearly, students of low cognitive development differed to those of high 
cognitive development in the number of problems that they reached. For example, very 
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few low cognitive development students got to fraction problems. Both low and high 
cognitive development students made mistakes in the first problems for whole number 
operations (see table Table 26, Table 30 and Table 36), and then improved their mistakes. 
The fact that not a high amount of high cognitive development students reached fractions 
is to be concerned about, as it is likely that these students were ready for them. 
The following sections summarize cognitive differences with respect to several 
variables: time spent on hints, amount of mastered topics and its interaction with concrete 
and formal help, and mistake change for specific topics and its relationship to help type. 
These differences suggest, as discussed later in this section, that the AnimalWatch system 
can be made more effective by adjusting help problem selection to cognitive development 
levels. 
6.2.1 Mastered topics 
The Piagetian level of cognitive development is the best predictor of number of 
mastered topics after the number of problems seen by the student, and the F value in the 
ANOVA model (in section 5.2.1.2) is the highest. This means that the cognitive 
development level as measured by the Piagetian test is important in predicting how fast or 
slow a student will progress in the tutor, even without the tutor taking cognitive 
development explicitly into account. High cognitive development students will make 
fewer mistakes, improve faster and eventually reach more difficult topics. 
Despite the fact that there are no significant interaction effects for cognitive 
development level and help type in predicting mastered topics, observing the highest and 
lowest means gives results similar to “mistake reduction per topic”, as can be seen in the 
next section. Two results were noted. First, the set of the best AnimalWatch versions for 
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all students does not include the reduced-help version. Boys of low cognitive 
development seem to do best with concrete help, while other groups also perform better 
with some level of formal help. Second, there is the evidence of which help types were 
the worst for all students. The reduced-help version was in general the worst. The 
implication is that the interactive hints were good for helping students make progress, and 
that students learned, regardless of cognitive development. However, there is one group 
(boys of low cognitive development) for whom formal-numeric help is the worst (instead 
of reduced-help). This suggests that the formal-numeric help was harming them, 
restricting them to earlier topics. It is interesting to see that it was worse to have formal 
help than to have reduced help. These results suggest that formal-numeric help should not 
be given to low cognitive development boys, at least not without accompanying concrete 
explanations. 
The success of the hint-intense version (concrete+formal) was something noticeable 
for mastered topics. Students in Deerfield performed better in general, and these students 
used the hint-intense version the most. However, after study differences are accounted 
for, students using the hint-intense version still did equally well, except for low cognitive 
development boys. Apparently, the mere presence of formal help negatively affected the 
number of topics that this group of students mastered. 
It is interesting to note the two groups who mastered the most and least number of 
topics. Boys of low cognitive development using formal help mastered the least number 
of topics. Boys of high cognitive development using the hint-intense version (which also 
contains formal help) mastered the most number of topics. It seems remarkable that to 
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some extent similar versions produced such marked differences within one same gender, 
depending on their cognitive development level. 
6.2.2 Mistake change per topic 
There were clear differences in mistake change for the different cognitive levels. 
Both high and low cognitive development students reduced their mistakes on average, ias 
long as we eliminate effects resulting from difference in help types. 
Study effects don’t affect the behavior of low and high cognitive development 
students with the same help type, as in most studies the amount of high and low cognitive 
development students was similar. The reduced-help version produced the highest 
mistake improvement (the lowest mistake change) for high cognitive development 
students in easy division problems, while it was the worst for low cognitive development 
students. This suggests low cognitive development students needed the high level of 
support that the non-reduced help treatments provided. Meanwhile, highly structured help 
seemed to distract and delay high cognitive development students. These results suggest 
that high cognitive development students should not receive structured help for simple 
division problems. 
This is understandable since one of the most important tasks in the cognitive 
development score was related to proportional thought. If a student handled proportions, 
they probably didn’t need help on easy division problems, as their thinking already dealt 
with division-related operations. If they made mistakes, this may have had to do with a 
mistake they were able to correct by themselves, or something they were able to learn 
from getting the correct answer (third hint in the reduced-help version). Further research 
should analyze the relationship between specific Piagetian tasks such as proportions, and 
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teaching whole number operations, and that the best and worst kind of support may not 
be the same for girls and boys, as described in section 6.3. High cognitive development 
students will sometimes make more progress when given reduced-help (such as in easy 
division problems). Thus, giving structured help is not always the best action when 
students make mistakes, at least not for all topics. 
One major issue is how to identify low or a high cognitive development students, 
since this is relevant for selecting help in Animal Watch as well as for extending these 
results to other environments. Is there an individual Piagetian task that is the best 
predictor of low and high cognitive development? The best predictor for cognitive 
development level seems to be the proportions task. If a student correctly answered the 
proportion task, this almost guaranteed the student would fall into the high cognitive level 
bracket (only 10% of the time the student wouldn’t). Meanwhile, if a student incorrectly 
answered this question, 66% of the time this student was categorized as low cognitive 
development. This makes the proportions task the highest reliable question in the 
categorization of high and low cognitive development students. All the other Piagetian 
tasks that have a high relevance in the continuous cognitive development score (such as 
combinatorial analysis) fail to classify the student into high or low when the answer is 
incorrect (because these items are very hard). Table 54, Table 55 and Table 56 show the 
proportion of high and low cognitive development students depending on the success or 
failure at some individual Piagetian tasks. 
In general, the Piaget score could be simplified. Seventy percent (70%) of low 
cognitive development students failed at all these three tasks, thus we could say that 
being a low cognitive development student means that the student has failed at these three 
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tasks (proportionality, combinatorial analysis and class inclusion), with a high reliability. 
We could then make a new cognitive development test that evaluates only these three 
tasks and get similar results to the total Piaget score. 
Success at Proportionality 
Incorrect Correct Total 
Cognitive level low 164 14 178 
high 79 112 191 
Total 243 126 369 
Table 54. Cross tabulation of cognitive level and success at proportionality 
Success at Combinatorial analysis 
Incorrect Correct Total 
Cognitive level low 176 2 178 
high 154 37 191 
Total 330 39 369 
Table 55. Cross tabulation of cognitive level and success at combinatorial analysis 
Success at Class Inclusion 
Incorrect Correct Total 
Cognitive level low 158 20 178 
high 101 90 191 
Total 259 110 369 
Table 56. Cross tabulation of cognitive level and success at class inclusion 
What does it mean to be a high or a low cognitive development student? In general, 
high cognitive development students mastered most (if not all) concrete operations and 
some formal operations, so we could conclude that being a high cognitive development 
student means that a person is “early-formal operational” while low cognitive 
development students are still “concrete-operational”. Now that we know that being a 
high or low cognitive development student is relevant for help selection in an ITS, more 
research should be put into making the Piaget test more brief and more accurate, and in 
better specifying the differences between high and low cognitive development students. 
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6.2.3 Time spent on hints 
Section 5.1.4.2 describes student behavior within hints. There were no major 
differences for time students of different cognitive developments spent on hints at a first 
glance. However, when observing the time spent by the two genders within formal and 
concrete hints, it was found that boys of low cognitive development spent less time 
within formal hints than within concrete hints. This difference was not seen for girls of 
the same cognitive development, who actually spent slightly more time in formal than 
concrete help. We believe this fact contributed to boys performing so badly with the 
formal version. 
6.2.4 Conclusions 
Do the results in this section imply that an intelligent tutor should explicitly adapt its 
problem selection or its beliefs about students’ knowledge to fit students’ cognitive 
development? High cognitive development students mastered more topics because they 
started making fewer mistakes. However, there is no evidence to say that high cognitive 
development students improve significantly “faster”. The system already adapts to 
students’ mistakes, and thus allows high cognitive development students to progress to 
more advanced topics. Probably high cognitive development students are also solving 
problems faster, and thus have more opportunity to progress further in the system. 
AnimalWatch naturally adapts the difficulty of problems to students’ cognitive 
development. However, a student model that is initialized to high cognitive development 
student’s initial knowledge would save time, as then such student would not have to go 
through so many easy problems that they already master. 
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Should an intelligent tutor explicitly adapt its help selection to fit students’ cognitive 
development? The evidence in the past sections suggests we should explicitly adapt the 
representations used in the help to fit students’ cognitive development. In general, if we 
want to make students master more topics AnimalWatch should provide concrete help to 
low cognitive development students, and formal help, or a combination of formal and 
concrete help to high cognitive development students. There are certain topics, however, 
where help will be excessive for high cognitive development students, such as in easy 
division problems. 
6.3 Gender differences with respect to help 
One marked difference all across the performance measures is that high cognitive 
development boys were always the best of all groups while low cognitive development 
boys were the worst group. Meanwhile, girls were less less worse and less better across 
all performance measures. This is consistent with other research studies in gender 
differences, [Royer et al., 1999] where gender differences in achievement were found to 
be small in the mean degree of achievement, but high in the variation. 
Consistent gender differences across measures were found, with respect to the 
amount of mastered topics and the mistake change rate in different topics, for low 
cognitive development girls and boys. These differences are described in the next 
sections in detail, but they basically show that low cognitive development girls did not 
perform well when given reduced-help, compared to the other versions of AnimalWatch 
providing more structured and interactive help (be it concrete, formal or a combination of 
both). Meanwhile, this was not the case for boys of the same low cognitive development, 
who were harmed by the formal-numeric version of AnimalWatch, that provided abstract 
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structured help, while the amount of help was not that relevant. It seems that when 
structured help is appropriate for boys’ cognitive level (existence of concrete or formal 
help) they can profit from it much more. 
There was a negative experience for girls using the reduced-help version of 
Animal Watch. Section 5.2.3.3 shows how girls in the reduced-help version of 
AnimalWatch experienced a lower value of mathematics after using AnimalWatch, 
instead of it remaining the same, as happened with all other groups, and it was very high 
to begin with. Again, this supports the fact that girls may not want to interact with a 
system that gave such little support and feedback, especially in the case of low cognitive 
development girls. 
6.3.1 Time spent on hints 
Girls spent more time working with hints than boys, on average. They spent 30% 
more time at each hint than boys did. This difference is especially powerful for high 
cognitive development girls. As girls become more developed, they spend more time on 
hints. On the other hand, as boys become more developed, they tend to ignore help more. 
In general, girls seemed more affected by the over-support and the under-support. An 
alternative analysis that produced similar results was presented in [Arroyo, 2000], 
consisting of a “within” design mode (one subject receives different types of help at 
different times, instead of different groups receiving specific types of help). Each hint in 
the system was labeled according to its level of interactivity, then, interactive vs. non¬ 
interactive hints were compared. The result was that girls performed better in subsequent 
problems when help was highly interactive, while boys performed better in subsequent 
problems when the help had low levels of interactivity. It seems that girls are willing to 
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spend more time on hints, and that interaction with help eventually turns into better 
learning. 
A second study on AnimalWatch in 1998 showed that while girls’ self-confidence 
was positively affected by highly interactive and high amounts of help, boys’ self- 
confidence improved their self-confidence significantly best with a version that provided 
reduced help [Beck et al., 1999]. This also supports the fact that girls feel comfortable 
with high levels of support while boys may feel comfortable with low levels of support. 
The results of this dissertation about math value together with the last mentioned 
studies indicate that girls, overall, want and need high levels of support, structure and 
interactivity, even high cognitive development girls. Girls of low cognitive development 
are willing to spend more time than boys (of the same cognitive development) on formal 
help. More research is needed to study the impact of intense help on high cognitive 
development girls, as for some topics girls were harmed by high levels of support. In 
general, girls seem to be sensitive to the levels of support provided. 
6.3.2 Mastered topics 
Despite of the non-significant differences, the means for the number of mastered 
topics shown in section 5.2.1.2 follow the same pattern as in the mistake change 
measures for three different topics. Boys were the best and the worst in relation to the 
number of mastered topics. No other major differences with respect to mastered topics 
and gender have been found. 
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6.3.3 Mistake change per topic 
In all the examined topics, the reduced-help version had a strong differential impact 
for girls of high and low cognitive development (high cognitive development girls did 
better than low cognitive development girls with this version). Meanwhile, this difference 
does not hold for boys at all. This suggests that having or not having immediate help 
when needed is relevant for girls while not so relevant for boys’ mistake improvement. 
Second, the formal version produced significantly different mistake change rates for 
boys of high and low cognitive development, while this large impact of formal help was 
not seen for girls in any of the examined topics. Boys were again the best and the worst 
group. Third, the formal version affected boys of low cognitive development significantly 
worse than girls of low cognitive development, showing an interesting gender difference. 
This difference is important, as it implies that formal interactive help was good for girls, 
and much better than it was for boys, despite its formal-abstract-symbolic nature. 
6.4 Summary of Gender and Cognitive Effects 
This section summarizes the results for genders and cognitive developments, by 
looking at the best and worst systems, and looking for consistent patterns. This section 
presents answers to some of the research questions in section 1.5. Table 58 through Table 
62 show the best versions of AnimalWatch for genders and cognitive developments (stars 
signal one significantly better version). 
Girls of low cognitive development seem to need interactive support* and the 
presence of formal help is not harmful for them. Thus, all versions that provide 
interactive support worked well for them. Specifically, either the concrete or the hint- 
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intense version would work fine for girls of low cognitive development. This agrees with 
the initial hypothesis about which kind of help would work for this group. 
Boys of low cognitive development were a conflicted group since the beginning (it 
was not clear which version could work best for them by looking at background 
research). The final results also indicate this. While the best versions included concrete 
elements, the reduced-help version was also present among the most favorable ones for 
this group. Does this mean that low cognitive development boys didn’t need much more 
than reduced help? Probably not, but there seems to be something about reduced help that 
was appealing to this group of boys. 
Girls of high cognitive development were also a conflicted group (it was not clear 
which version could work best for them by looking at background research). The results 
also indicate this. High cognitive development girls were most positively affected by the 
hint-intense version, but were sometimes positively affected by the reduced-help version 
—in easier topics. When measures that are more generic are considered such as mastered 
topics or math attitudes, reduced-help is among the worst. This suggests that this group 
requires the right amount of help (little in easier topics, lots in harder topics). Too much 
help when they didn’t need it slowed them down, as they went through the hints 
thoroughly while they could have figured it out by themselves. This group of students 
would not ignore unnecessary help, but instead payed much attention to any hint provided 
to them. 
For high cognitive development boys, the hypothesis was that either reduced or 
formal help would be best. Results show that both are present in many of the best help- 
types for them, sometimes together with concrete help. Also, the reduced-help version is 
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present for division and math value. The version to choose would be the formal one: it 
performed well in most cases, the formal elements were present in the hint-intense 
version (which did so well), and was intermediate in the amount of help provided, 
balancing out with the fact that the reduced-help was important for division and math 
value. 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level C, F, F+C C, R, F+C 
High cog. Level R F, F+C 
Table 57. Best help-types for easy subtraction 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level C, F, F+C R, C 
High cog. Level R, F+C C, F, F+C 
Table 58. Best help types for easy multiplication 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level F+C F+C 
High cog. Level R* R* 
Table 59. Best help-types for division 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level F+C C 
High cog. Level F+C C, F+C, F 
Table 60. Most amount of mastered topics 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level F+C R 
High cog. Level F+C R 
Table 61. Best help-types for math value 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level ? ? 
High cog. Level F F 
Table 62. Best help-types for self-confidence 
Girls Boys 
Low cognitive development Concrete OR Hint intense (F+C) Concrete 
High cognitive 
development 
Hint Intense? Hint Reduced? formal'! 
Table 63. AnimalWatch versions to promote for gender and cognitive development 
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Table generalizes those characteristics that would provide the best help for all 
children, based on this research. In general, girls of low cognitive development should 
benefit from structured interactive help, and that this seems more important than whether 
the help has formal or concrete elements. The best feedback for boys of low cognitive 
development was concrete help, but because of the relevance of the reduced-help version, 
concrete help that is not very interactive and that doesn’t take much time to go through 
(maybe just a demonstration with concrete elements) should be best for this group. The 
results for high cognitive development girls suggest that it was important to have the right 
amount of help for them: it seems important to find out when to provide or retrieve help 
for this group of students. Last, the best type of help for high cognitive development boys 
was formal help, but sometimes they also benefited from reduced-help. This suggests that 
beneficial feedback for this group is formal help with little interactivity. However, 
because this group ignored help very often (seeming to want to gain control over the 
system), the solution should probably be to work with a paradigm of help seeking, where 




Structured Interactive Help Concrete non-interactive help 
High cognitive 
development 
Structured Interactive Help for hard topics 
AND reduced help for easy topics 
Give the choice of what help to 
see (formal, concrete, answer) 
Table. Help characteristics to promote for gender and cognitive development 
Table 64 through Table 69 summarize the worst versions for each of the different 
groups. It is interesting to note that results are stronger in this case (there are more stars in 
the tables for worst help than in the tables for best help). 
Girls of low cognitive development should avoid the help-reduced version of 
AnimalWatch, and probably the formal version too when considering self-confidence. 
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Boys of low cognitive development should avoid the formal version, this is the 
clearest result. 
It is not clear what kind of help should be avoided for girls of high cognitive 
development, as results are not clearly consistent. 
Last, it is not clear what kind of help should be avoided for boys of high cognitive 
development, as different forms of help seem to be bad for them in different topics, 
attitudes and in the total amount of mastered topics. We also know that this group tended 
to ignore help. What to do about it? Probably design a scheme of help seeking instead of 
help provision, providing the all kinds of help available, but have them choose the one 
they want. Table 70 summarizes results about what version to avoid for each of the four 
groups. 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level R* F* 
High cog. Level C, F, F+C C 
Table 64. Worst help-types for easy subtraction 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level R* F* 
High cog. Level C, F R* 
Table 65. Worst help types for easy multiplication 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level ? ? 
High cog. Level C, F, F+C C, F, F+C 
Table 66. Worst help-types for division 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level R F 
High cog. Level C.F.R R 
Table 67. Least amount of mastered topics 
Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level R* F+C, F, C 
High cog. Level R* F+C, F, C 
Table 68. Worst help-types for math value 
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Gender Girls Boys 
Low cog. Level F F 
High cog. Level ? ? 
Table 69. Worst help-types for self-confidence 
Girls Boys 
Low cognitive development Help-reduced Formal-numeric 
High cognitive 
development 
A constant information level for 
hard and easy topics 
Provision of 
a single type of help 
Table 70. Versions to avoid for each gender and cognitive development 
Table 71 generalizes which characteristics the help for these children should not 
have, depending on the above results. In general, we can say that girls of low cognitive 
development are harmed by reduced amounts of help, consistently across all measures. 
Meanwhile, the most consistent pattern for boys of low cognitive development is that 
they are harmed by help that is formal and abstract, especially when it just formal help by 
itself (not supplemented by concrete elements). It is not clear what kind of help should be 
avoided for girls or boys of high cognitive development, as results are not clearly 
consistent across different measures. However, boys of high cognitive development 
seemed to ignore help that they did not want, thus giving them the most variety of help 




Reduced amounts of help, help that 
emphasizes the answer instead of the 
process 
Formal-numeric with no concrete 
elements at all 
High cognitive 
development 
A constant information level in hints for 
all topics 
A single type of help, specially if 
highly informative and interactive 
Table 71. Kinds of help to avoid for each gender and cognitive development 
The research questions related to gender and cognitive development have been 
explored, and we have explored cells that were unknown because of contradictions in 
past research. Rejected hypotheses are marked in gray in tables Table 70 and Table 63 
(those that agreed with what was initially thought in the research questions section). The 
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one not rejected was the kind of help to avoid for boys of high cognitive development 
level (we thought the concrete version should be avoided and that is not clear). These 
results are consistent with past research and similar to what we hypothesized in the 
research questions section. Section 6.7.1 talks about the implications of these results, and 
their consistency to past research. 
6.5 Efficiency of adaptive tutoring systems 
It is hard to reach conclusions about how efficiently the pedagogical model was 
behaving, as there are still many subjective matters in the decision of what is efficient and 
what is not. The system was adapting to the students’ proficiency after all. After all, self- 
confidence increased significantly, so maybe the fact that problems were easy was 
responsible for the increases in self-confidence. 
Another subjective element to measure is the efficiency of the student model. All we 
can do is illustrate how the student model adapts to students improvement, how this 
becomes reflected in student proficiency. However, curves could be steeper or more flat, 
again, this is a subjective decision (how many correct problems for a topic does the 
student need to solve to prove that he/she knows the topic?). For how many problems 
should we allow the system to underestimate student’s knowledge during initialization? 
What are the minimum initialization adjustment times we should tolerate? These are all 
arguable matters with no single response. 
Still, according to the author’s expectation of the way an Intelligent Tutoring System 
should work, it seems that AnimalWatch was not selecting “hard enough” problems. 
Students made zero mistakes in 70% of the problems that were given to them, and 
students hardly got to fraction problems. This high no-mistake rate was influenced by 
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some students mastering all topics and getting only review problems at the end. However, 
this is not the only reason for that behavior. Both the pedagogical and student models are 
also to blame for this behavior. The pedagogical model tended to choose easier than ideal 
problems due to the decisions made when facing a lack of high difficulty level problems. 
In addition, the review rate seemed high (about 25% when students got to the last topics), 
because the student got an increasing proportion of review problems as the student 
progressed in the tutor. The student model can be improved too. The student model’s 
initial probabilities of mastery were set close to zero, producing an under-estimation of 
students’ knowledge for a fraction of time. Furthermore, students’ sloppy behavior very 
likely generated a student model underestimation, something can be solved by 
dynamically adjusting slip parameters to response time. This last point seems to be very 
important when dealing with pre-college students. 
6.6 Suggestions for Further Research 
Further research can be carried out to confirm and refine these results. Some of it has 
to do with alternative measures for hint effectiveness. This section suggests a couple of 
measures that would be interesting to implement to decide how effective the system was. 
6.6.1 Bottom-out hints 
The idea of this measure is that if a student got to a bottom-out hint, the system 
failed to help the student because it just had to give away the answer. This could probably 
capture the trend of students searching for bottom-out hints. Do they do it more in some 
version of the system? Do boys do it more than girls? Of course, there would be a 
tendency to show more bottom-out hints in the reduced-help version, as that was the 
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whole idea. Still, after accounting for this difference, we'd be able to compare if students 
ignored the hints in the middle more. The idea of this measure would be to count the 
proportion of problems in which the student got bottom-out hints to the total of problems 
seen. Are there any differences for the groups? 
6.6.2 Mistake reducers vs. mistake increasers 
There seemed to be two clear differences among students. For a specific topic, either 
students would tend to decrease their mistakes, or they would tend to increase the mean 
and the variation in the number of mistakes made. Another measure could be proposed, 
which has to do with determining who are the mistakes increasers: Boys? Girls? Low or 
high cognitive development students? In what help condition? 
6.6.3 A smaller window in problem sequences 
It would be more useful to restrict the window size of difficulty levels further. We 
looked mostly at “easy” whole number problems, because those were the ones where 
both hints were available (concrete hints were not available for large operands). 
However, “easy” is too broad a category, as it mixes one digit operations with three digit 
operations. A more fine-grained window of difficulty levels should be considered in the 
future. 
6.6.4 Individual differences and help interactions 
Future work should include determining which other skills are relevant and which 
other types of help could work well for students of different genders, attitudes and 
cognitive abilities (Teaching with examples? Having a “virtual” assistant?). The author 
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has already started to work on another tutor that explores how Math Fact Retrieval and 
Spatial Abilities are factors that may affect the impact of help for the different genders. 
6.7 Implications 
6.7.1 Implications of the effectiveness of AnimalWatch 
Intelligent Tutoring Systems such as AnimalWatch can help students learn 
mathematics, and how much students learn is affected by many factors. Some of these 
factors have to do with characteristics of the help and how well they match general 
student characteristics such as gender and cognitive development. Other issues that will 
affect how much students leam have to do with the efficiency of the system on how well 
it selects problems and help. Eventually, the efficiency of an Intelligent Tutoring System 
will affect the effectiveness of the system at tutoring. 
An important issue to consider is the implications of gender and cognitive 
differences results, and how consistent they are with past research. Most hypotheses were 
rejected as posed in the research questions section. However, we posed doubts in the 
research questions section about the best kind of help for high cognitive development 
girls and low cognitive development boys, when looking at the intersection of cognitive 
development and gender research. Specifically, research suggested that providing 
concrete help would benefit concrete students, but it was not clear how ineffective it 
would be to provide low cognitive development girls with abstract procedural help 
combined with high amounts of structure and interactivity, or how beneficial concrete 
representations in the help would be for low cognitive development boys when provided 
in a structured interactive fashion. 
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The results in this dissertation show that, for low cognitive development girls, 
structure was more important than abstraction, as girls worked fairly well with formal 
hints, when presented with high levels of structure. 
The author proposed (in the research questions section) that it was not clear what the 
results would be for boys of low cognitive development, given that the conclusions drawn 
from previous cognitive development research (concrete=good; formal=poor; help- 
reduced=poor; hint-intense=good) contradicted those that could be drawn from previous 
gender research (concrete=poor; formal=good; help-reduced=good; hint-intense=poor). 
The results also reflect this bipolar tension. For low cognitive development boys, 
concrete help with high interactivity worked very well, but at the same time, reduced help 
with low levels of interactivity worked fairly well too, suggesting little structure could 
work well for boys. More interestingly, the combination of formal help with high levels 
of interactivity and structure (which should be very bad according to past research) shut 
these students down, as they were willing to spend very little time within these hints and 
performed very poorly with them. 
Given previous research about gender and cognitive development, it was suggested 
that boys of high cognitive development would do best either in the help-reduced version 
or in the formal-numeric version, but not in a concrete version or a hint-intense version 
that has a high level of structure. The results suggest that formal help worked well for 
these students, that concrete help should sometimes be avoided. In addition, consistent 
with past research, these boys often reacted negatively to the help by ignoring it, as if 
they were bothered by it. On the other hand, it was also seen that even high cognitive 
development boys needed and benefited from structured help in many occasions. 
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Last, it was proposed that it was unclear what the best help for girls of high cognitive 
development would be, given that the conclusions drawn from previous research in the 
cognitive development area (concrete=poor; formal=good; help-reduced=good; hint- 
intense=poor) contradicted those that would be drawn from previous gender research 
(concrete=good; formal=poor; help-reduced=poor; hint-intense=good). In general, it was 
found in this dissertation that the level of structure (providing lots or little help) was more 
important than the level of abstraction (not much of a preference for concrete or formal). 
More interestingly, providing plenty of help would not always be appropriate, depending 
on the difficulty of the topic. It seems that adapting the amount of help depending on 
girls’ cognitive development and hardness of topic is a key component to a successful 
tutoring system for girls. This is a new result to add to past research. Further studies 
should analyze if having girls choose specific amounts of help would be appropriate for 
girls, or if it would be better to choose the level of help for these girls. 
In general, the results of this dissertation imply that girls will be more sensitive to the 
amounts of help than to the abstraction level of the help. On the other hand, the 
combination of high structure together with help that doesn’t Jit their cognitive profile 
will affect boys negatively, and they will tend to ignore help when they don ’t feel 
comfortable with it. This suggests that gender is an important issue to take into account 
when designing tutoring software. It implies that different issues such as structure or 
abstractness of help should be individualized by gender in software that is educationally 
effective for girls and boys. When designing software for girls, research should 
emphasize where and when girls need support and where or when they don’t (the 
emphasize is on the structure of help). Meanwhile, while designing boys’ software, 
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emphasis should be geared towards fitting boys’ cognitive profile, and making help non- 
intrusive. 
6.7.2 Implications of the efficiency of AnimalWatch 
The ideal behavior of an Intelligent Tutoring System’ components cannot be fully 
specified, as the components depend on politics and policies about what the users expect 
of the tutoring system. Should the system give easy problems so that the self-appreciation 
of success at doing math is increased? Should the system keep a tight level of challenge 
so that students see a high amount of help and thus learn more? 
In this dissertation, we determined how to measure whether pedagogical decisions 
will keep the student inside or outside of some zone of proximal development, and we 
measured the student model’s sensitivity to student mistakes. We showed how certain 
parameters control the behavior of the system. If these parameters were accessible for a 
human tutor or a machine-learning agent to manipulate, it would be feasible to control the 
behavior of the tutoring system “from the outside”. 
It is concluded that adapting problem and help selection can help students learn 
better than without these adaptive mechanisms. Problem selection helps the student use 
their time efficiently, focusing on activities that have the right amount of challenge. This 
is especially important when the amount of content available is large, and there is not 
enough time for the student to go through all problems available in the system. Selection 
of the representations used in the help and of the amount of help can make a difference 
when students make mistakes, and can impact students’ learning. 
In the end, how much students learn with an Intelligent Tutoring System will be 
affected by many factors that are not only related to the effectiveness of the ITS modules. 
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but also to how they interact with each other, and with the student. Malfunctions in ITS 
components could be detected with simulated students. However, in many cases, the 
dysfunction of an ITS will not be detected until actual data of students using the system is 
analyzed, because it is originated not in the accuracy of the intelligent components 
themselves, but in how they react to unexpected behaviors in the actual environment (e.g. 
students searching for bottom-out hints). This makes formative evaluations extremely 
important to improve ITS. The author believes that one of the most interesting outcomes 
of this dissertation is that the reasons for AnimalWatch’s underperformance were 
detected, and ways to shape a new version of Animal Watch that incorporates these 
improvements were proposed. 
Many lessons have been learned from this efficiency analysis, and are outlined 
below. 
- When a probabilistic model is used, it is important to have a good initialization of the 
model’s proficiency probabilities, as a bad initialization may produce boredom (if too 
low) or confusion (if too high) for a large fraction of the session. 
Special attention should be paid to decisions when the desired action cannot be 
accomplished, as they could degrade the behavior of the system. Content availability 
can be very relevant to the efficiency of the system. Very conservative actions could 
make the system show problems out of the ZPD of the student (too easy problems). 
ITS are heavily dependent on parameters that may change the behavior of the system 
significantly if not properly estimated. 
- If the student model heavily relies on guess and slip parameters (such as Bayesian 
probability models that rely on probabilities of guessing and slipping in a problem to 
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update estimated proficiency levels), it is important to be accurate in the estimation of 
these. Otherwise, sloppy students that enter incorrect responses frequently may 
produce a degradation of the system’s behavior, which will eventually result in less 
student learning. The relationship between time spent in between responses and 
accuracy of the response provides data that can lead to a better estimation of slip 
parameters. 
Most student models attempt to estimate abstractions such as proficiency of a skill, so 
that the pedagogical model can make decisions about what problem to select and 
what help to provide. If the goal is mistake reduction, it may be more appropriate to 
model mistake change rates of a skill instead of proficiency. Mistake change is a 
more observable variable than the abstraction of “knowing” or “not knowing” a skill. 
It is also more stable. 
Given that the goal is mistake change and decreasing problem solving times, 
machine-learning approaches seem to fit nicely. They should be fed with the goal of 
mistake change combined with problem solving time reduction in subsequent similar 
problems. 
Time spent on hints turned to match the success of certain versions of the system. The 
group that performed the worst (boys of low cognitive development with formal help) 
corresponds with the group that spent the least amount of time within hints. This 
supports machine Learning approaches that aimed for trying to keep students a certain 
amount of time per problem [Beck, 2001 ]. 
It would come handy to have a monitoring tool that tracks the tutor’s behavior while 
students use the system, and can tweak parameters on the fly. The tool could allow to 
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change the overall challenge level that the system is working with (a setting to choose 
harder problems), or the guess and slip parameters that affect the student model’s 
accuracy, or an initialization tool where the student and/or the teachers can specify 
initialization parameters such us how much the student knows. This would make the 
ITS more customizable, and avoid the repercussion of undesired behaviors such as a 
student being really sloppy. 
6.8 Significance of the study 
The outcome of this dissertation produces, in full or in part, contributions to the 
following areas: 
Empirical knowledge about zones of proximal development, how they vary 
from student to student in relation to help provided by a computer. 
This implies a new approach to cognitive development and its relation to education. 
Instead of looking at landmarks on the intellectual growth of a child, the focus is on how 
the specific skills of the child (such as understanding proportionality) and the provided 
help interact to produce a certain learning outcome. Future research has to do with having 
an Intelligent Tutoring System that uses this knowledge in both the student modeling and 
pedagogical decisions, to produce a more individualized tutoring system. Moreover, this 
research integrates two different cognitive development theories: Piagetian cognitive 
development and Vygotskian zones of proximal development. Vygotskian and Piagetian 
theories are not often linked together. This research integrates both theories, one as an 
extension to the other. 
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Empirical evidence about the value of macro adaptation in ITS 
The version of AnimalWatch that is "best" differs from group to group of students 
depending on the students' gender and cognition. This provides evidence to adapt to 
students differently when teaching with educational software. This implies that a coarse¬ 
grained "macro adaptation" in ITS is relevant. This is an important result for the field of 
Intelligent Tutoring Systems, as adapting the representations used in the help have been 
fairly overlooked. This research suggests contributions towards making ITS more 
individualized. 
Measuring educational software effectiveness. Evaluation of adaptive 
systems. 
This research provides tools to measure the effectiveness of the different components 
of an Intelligent Tutoring System. In particular, it contributes to measuring mathematics 
gains in systems that are extremely dynamic, comparing subjects that went through 
different paths. Future work has to do with using the same measures on other teaching 
systems, or building statistical and graphing tools that would make this analysis more 
automatic. 
Empirical evidence for the effectiveness of different mathematical 
representations to explain concepts and procedures 
There is a vast area of research that has to do with how concepts can be explained 
with different "external" representations (examples, tables, diagrams, manipulatives), and 
which one is best for specific groups of people and/or for specific moments, and how to 
migrate from one representation to another. In this research work, different 
representations were used in the help provided, and evidence was presented about how 
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effective each help was. Future work has to do with evaluating whether there are specific 
moments when one representation is better than another one, and how to migrate from 
one to the other, implementing some sort of "mapping procedures" [Resnick, 1982] to 
migrate from concrete to more formal representations. 
Knowledge about how to extend the breadth of student models 
Student models have been somewhat limited in their consideration of diverse student 
characteristics. This research contributes to the user-modeling field because it shares 
characterizations of students along different dimensions: an emotional dimension, a 
cognitive dimension and a domain skill dimension. Future work in this area has to do 
with finding other student characterizations to include in student models, what features of 
the student are relevant at the moment of tutoring with educational software, such as 
spatial ability and math fact retrieval. Future work has to do also with how to diagnose 
these student characteristics without lengthy instruments before the student starts the 
tutoring session (using adaptive testing, or artificial intelligence techniques based on 
probabilities such as Bayesian networks). 
A step forward in valuing gender differences in educational software design 
Little quantitative research has been done with respect to how boys and girls interact 
differently with educational software. This research is a contribution to this area. There 
are differences in the willingness of students to receive certain types of help, and 
differences on the impact of this help on the two genders. Future work will have to do 
with making educational software that is responsive to the needs and preferences of boys 
and girls. These conclusions are not only beneficial for the educational software field, but 
also for the gaming industry: little gaming software has been designed that meets the 
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needs and desires of girls. Girls seem to want specific levels of support within software, 
and not be left alone to figure out the trick of the system. Modeling gender in such 
software, and altering the behavior depending on the user's gender seems like a large 
unexplored area of research. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE PIAGET TEST 
The first seven tasks determine students’ mastery of concrete operations, and the 
latter three determine some level of formal operations. 
• Seriation: Students have to sort a group of four pencils, from the shortest to the 
longest one. 
• Number conservation: Students initially observe two identical sets of cookies 
(each set consists of nine horizontally aligned cookies). When the elements of one set 
move to form a small circle, students are asked to determine if the amount of cookies has 
changed in the new state. 
• Substance conservation: Students are initially presented with two identical vessels 
with the same amount of liquid. Each of these containers has an empty vessel next to it: 
one is narrow and the other one is wide. Students are asked to show where they believe 
the level of water would be IF the liquid from the two initial vessels gets poured into the 
wide and narrow vessels next to them. 
• Area conservation: Students are asked to compare the space in two parking lots. 
They both have the same area, but one is a big block while the second one is split into 
separate pieces. 
• Class inclusion: Students have to determine whether there are more dogs or 
animals in a set of animals. The idea is to test their understanding that the "dogs" subset 
is always smaller or equal to the set of "animals". 
• Functionality: Students have to solve the problem of sorting four pencils by length 
when they can only see the full length of two of them at a time. 
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Reversibility. Students see an animation of three colored balls being placed inside 
a can, one at a time, and they have to predict the order in which the elements will come 
out of the can (the behavior of a stack). 
The last three tasks determine a student's handling offormal operations: 
• Control of independent variables in experimental design and drawing of 
conclusions: Students experiment with four plants. They have to conclude if it is better to 
water a plant once a week or once a day, by watching the effects of their actions as each 
plant grows. They not only have to decide whether to water the plant once a day or once a 
week, but they also have to choose one of two environmental temperature levels for the 
plant. Thus, students have to handle two variables while trying to isolate the effect of 
only one of them. After this experimentation, students are asked what watering frequency 
is better for the plant's growth. 
• Proportionality: Students see two animals of different heights. They are asked to 
measure them with two different measurement units (large buttons and small buttons). 
Students are asked to measure one of the animals with both small and large buttons, and 
the other animal only with large buttons. Then, with buttons not available for 
measurement, students are asked to infer the height of the second animal in small buttons. 
• Combinatorial analysis: Students have to find the combination of four switches 
that would open a safe. The goal is to evaluate whether the student can systematically 
generate combinations of four elements. Because this is hard to measure, I check for the 
number of combinations they generate: the safe opens when the student generates 15 
combinations (pretty good chance they would have obtained them systematically), or 
after a maximum number of trials (everyone finally gets to open the safe). 
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Untitled m 
How many red buttons tall is the elephant? [3 I 
How many green buttons tall is the elephant? [F" 
How many red buttons tall is the giraffe? [5“ go ont 
^jllnlitlrrl RRfS 
«> e 
So, we know: elephant: 9 green buttons and 3 red buttons. 
Giraffe: 5 red buttons. Now, how many green buttons tall is the 
giraffe? |15| 
Figure 36. The proportionality task 
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APPENDIX B 
HINTS SELECTED FOR EACH VERSION 
Subtraction of Integers 
Version Hint Avg. Order N 
Concrete T ryOperationAgainMsg 1.0 546 
Concrete Confirm ProcessMsg 2.0 318 
Concrete Subtractlntegers Concrete 3.0 119 
concrete GiveSolutionMsg 4.6 76 
formal TryOperationAgainMsg 1.6 717 
formal ConfirmProcessMsg 2.0 435 
formal Subtractlntegers Formal 3.0 243 
formal GiveSolutionMsg 4.9 30 
Hint-Intense T ryOperationAgainMsg 1.7 322 
Hint-Intense TryAgainMsg 1.0 319 
Hint-Intense ConfirmProcessMsg 2.0 88 
Hint-Intense Subtractlntegers Formal 3.2 151 
Hint-Intense Subtractlntegers Concrete 2.9 75 
Hint-Intense GiveSolutionMsg 3.5 35 
Reduced T ryOperationAgainMsg 1.0 404 
Reduced ConfirmProcessMsg 2.7 366 
Reduced GiveSolutionMsg 4.0 161 
(N indicates number of times such hint was seen) 
Figure 37. Order of selected hints in each version for subtraction problems 
Multiplication of Integers 
Version Hint name Avg. order N 
Concrete T ryOperationAgainMsg 1.04 295 
Concrete ConfirmProcessMsg 2.06 179 
Concrete Multiplylntegers Concrete 3.16 99 
concrete GiveSolutionMsg 5.40 66 
formal TryOperationAgainMsg 1.04 385 
formal ConfirmProcessMsg 2.01 249 
formal Multiplylntegers Formal 3 127 
formal GiveSolutionMsg 5.2 80 
formal CarryNumberMsg Formal 6 4 
Hint-Intense TryAgainMsg 1.07 96 
Hint-Intense T ryOperationAgainMsg 1.54 111 
Hint-Intense ConfirmProcessMsg 2.35 39 
Hint-Intense Multiplylntegers Concrete 3.38 34 
Hint-Intense Multiplylntegers Formal 3.45 51 
Hint-Intense GiveSolutionMsg 5.13 60 
Reduced T ryOperationAgainMsg 1 360 
Reduced ConfirmProcessMsg 3.51 457 
Reduced GiveSolutionMsg 4.72 258 
(N indicates number of times such hint was seen) 
Table 72. Order of selected hints in each version for subtraction problems 
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Division of integers 
Version Hint Avg. order N 
concrete T ryOperationAgainMsg 1 129 
concrete ConfirmProcessMsg 2 75 
concrete DivisionHint Concrete 3 30 
concrete GiveSolutionMsg 4.84 19 
formal TryOperationAgainMsg 1 84 
formal ConfirmProcessMsg 2 40 
formal DivisionHint Formal 3 11 
formal GiveSolutionMsg 4 8 
Hint-Intense TryAgainMsg 1 59 
Hint-Intense T ryOperationAgainMsg 1.56 65 
Hint-Intense ConfirmProcessMsg 1.93 15 
Hint-Intense DivisionHint Concrete 3.31 16 
Hint-Intense DivisionHint Formal 3.37 27 
Hint-Intense GiveSolutionMsg 5.33 12 
Reduced T ryOperationAgainMsg 1 81 
Reduced ConfirmProcessMsg 2.05 53 
Reduced GiveSolutionMsg 5.5 62 
(N indicates number of times such hint was seen) 
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Figure 39. Multiplication mistakes per version, gender and cognitive development 
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APPENDIX E 
BEHAVIOR AT 1-3 DIGIT DIVISION PROBLEMS 
Figure 40. Mistake behavior at division problems for low development students 
Division Mistakes for high cognitive students 
Concrete Formal Intense - - Reduced 
Figure 41. Mistake behavior at division problems for high development students 
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APPENDIX F 
PROBLEM SELECTION EFFICIENCY FOR DIFFERENT TOPICS 
(N indicates number of students at a specific proficiency) 
Figure 42. Problem difficulty selection for the subtraction topic 
Average difficulty of multiplication problem: 
Student model proficiency at the multiplication topic 
N = 2080 810 160 147 281 276 59 132 322 348 945 
(N indicates number of students at a specific proficiency 
Figure 43. Problem difficulty selection for the multiplication topic 
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